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thunder, never in e
small voice. was first presented to the reader, surroun grace before the mirror clothed in fair and
UNDERSTANDING.
MAIL ARTICLES.
She had thought cdeath> but
was of ded by the paraphernalia of the ball-room, flowing robes, and how soon she should
‘With all thy getting, geLunderstandthe winding sheet‘ad ^1G dark coffin lid, was once more lighted—but what a change see it extended in the awful immobility of ing,’says Solomon, in his instructions tó
JAMES W. BARTER & CO.
MESSAGE.
Office on the Main Street, over D. Remich’s Bookstore. and the lonely gras—her fears had rested now met the eye 1 She, who then sat be death, wrapped in the still winding sheet, his son. And why ? Because a person
The following message, in writing, was re
there, on the shfaei’ing brink of decay fore the mirror to be arrayed in the adorn that garment whose folds are never more
may know all things about others, and ceived from the President of the United States
[JTThe publishers do not hold themselves responsi ing mortality.
1 as she lay awake du ments of fashion, whose vain.eye gazed waved by the breath of life.—Then, con still not know how to govern himself. To through John Tyler, Jr. Esq., bis private
E C1< ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the ring the long ytches of that night, and with unrepressed admiration on her own
science whispered in her shuddering ear, understand our being’s end and .aim, and secretary:
amount charged for its insertion.
Washington, July 1,1841.
conscience arou3^ from its deadly lethar loveliness, and who laughed to scorn the that had she acted a mother’s part, and comprehend the whole of our ’duty, and
[ETAdvertisements, Letters, etc. relating to the
To the House of Representatives of the Uni
gy,
entered
the^ent
chambers
of
memory
apprehensions
of
her
fatally
indulgent
disciplined
her
daughter
to
prudence
and
the
consequences
if
not
done,
we
may
be
business department of the paper may be directed to
hi
and waked tffsfombering shadows of the mother, now lay pale and emaciated on obedience, the blasts of death had not sa,id to be understandingly wise. To re ted States : I have the honor herewith to
re WW the publishers.
submit to the House of Representatives the
past
—how ejerless, how dark was the her couch. No roses now bloomed in her thus blighted her, in her early bloom. alize our situation and our vanity, is an copy of a letter addressed by myself to Mrs.
Ctj All Communications, Letters, etc. connected with
the editorial department may be addressed to James retrospect ! Far as the eye of memory damp, unbraided locks, no decorating And it whispered also, that she had no other great step on the road that conducts Harrison, in compliance with the resolutions
,,u d he
could revert she could read nothing but pearl surrounded her wan neck, no spark comfort to offer her dying child, in this us in the way of understanding. To bear of Congress and her reply thereto.
K. Remich, as heretofore.
4
l'y J
JOHN TYLER,
vanity, ~oanil! A wide, wide blank on ling ray of anticipated triumph flashed last conflict of dissolving nature.
It Was the frown of individuals, and the sneers of
which a spctral hand was writing, vanity, from her sunken eye. Pride, vanity, vain for this world she had lived herself, it was the rabble community, in a good cause,
Washington City, June 13, 1841,
MISCE LL AN Y
Afr/ dear Madam : The accompanying res
and some^ing told her, too, that that glory, strength, beauty—all were fled.
for’this vvoHfl she had taught her to live, without wavering or reproaching, is anoth
olutions, adopted by the Senate and House of
Come hither, ye. daughters of pleasure, but fortihat untravelled world beyond, she er symptom of understanding.
same hart would ere long write this great
Slow
of
' e*,nr,l agnin^J Three Scenes in the Xifb of a moral ofife in her mouldering ashes. She ye who live alóne for the fleeting joys of
Representatives of the United States, will
had no guiding hand to extend. It was to wrath is the cap-stone that crowns all oth
!HAii «IM
Beile.
cast herfearful gaze upon the future, but sense, who give to the world the homage a stranger’s face the fading eyes of Ellen er graces in the highway of understanding, convey to you an expression of the deep sym
pathy felt by the Representatives of the States,
*')' •’••«
recoile/in shivering dread, from the vast that God requires, and waste in the pur were directed. It was a stranger’s prayers and gives the observer an opportunity of and of the People, in the sad bereavement
[concluded.]
>
Ellen Loring, who had been famed in illimitible abyss that darkened before her. suits of time the energies given for eterni that hallowed her passage to the tomb.
appreciating its worth in all’places.; Says which yourself and the country has sustained
that accompauifit the circles of fashion, for her ready wit No ray Of hope illumined the dread im ty, and look upon a scene through which The realities of eternity for the first time Solomon, 4 he that is slow of wrath is of in the death of your illustrious husband. It
and brilliant repartee, found no words,¡ in mense. The star of Bethlehem had never you must one day pass. There is more pressed home, on that vain mother’s heart. great understanding!’
Some may think may now be justly considered that the public
archives constitute his enduring monument,
Wwm, flrfi which to reply to this affectionate and sbl--yet shed its holy beams on the horoscope eloquence in one dying bed, than Grecian She felt, too, that she must one day die, that a rash and revengeful spirit is becom on which are inscribed, in characters not to
her destiny, not that its beams had or Roman orator ever uttered.
h fiise Irimik e.mn appeal. She turned aside her head]
and that earth with all its riches and plea ing in the youth, but nothing so plainly be effaced, the proudest evidences of public
The dim eyes of Ellen turned towards sures could yield her no support in that bespeaks rudeness and incivility as retali
ami Mifteni^in, to hide the tears which she could no longer eVer ceased t^ shine, since that memoragratitude for services rendered, and of sorrow
anil liiippi^, repress from flowing down her cheeks. ble night when following its silvery path the door, with a wistful glance. 41 fear awful moment.
That there was some ation. The spirit of forgiveness is honor for his death. A great and united people
ffinnted
As the polished, but darkened Athenians, way in the heavens, the wise men of the it will be too late,’ said she, ‘ mother, if thing which earth could not impart, Which able, and expresses more magnanimity of shed their tears over the bier of a devoted
•cine Mii| hi when Paul, standing on Mars Hill, ex East were guided to the cradle of the in he should not come before I die—’
had power to soothe and animate the de soul and purpose^ than all the "high thr eats patriot and distinguished public benefactor.
^in. Tliis plained to them, ‘ that unknown God fant Redeemer, to offer their adoration at
In conveying to you, my dear madam, the
‘ Die,’ almost shrieked Mrs. Loring, parting spirit, she knew by the angelic ex executed by our most exalted heroes. He
• pecidiar k|iiillk. whom they ignorantly worshipped,’ trem his feet ; but her eyes had never looked, ‘ you are not going to die, Ellen. Do not
proposed respect of the two Houses of Con
pression
of
Ellen
’
s
upturned
pyes,
and
by
who
.can
listen
to
slander
and
malignant
medical
gress, for your person and character, and their
bled before an eloquence they could not beyond the clouds of time, and in its high talk so frightfully. You will be better the look of unutterable .serenity that .was
reports of himself, without wrath, evinces Condolence oh the late afflicting dispensation
1’nry ii became«
comprehend,
she
was
oppressed
by
a
powand
pure
resplendence
it
had
shone
in
vain
soon
—
Agnes,
bathe
her
temples.
She
diffused over her whole countenance, more 4 Roman firmnese’ than all those of Providence, permit me to'mingle my feel
r the diseasthj
- this
....o siupj
-n«*
s^e COUM not define. Agnes who be- for her.
is only faint.’
1• ol
1 he voice of Mr.
died aivay on great orators and soldiers, of whom itSyas; ings with theirs,and to tender you my fervent
'•1 imo some ¡. ga.n to
'«larmed at the consequences1 of
4 I will seek him to-morrow, this holy
‘ No, mQther,’ answered Ellen, and her her ear and silence reigned through the spoken and applied.
When a person un wishes for your health, happiness, and long
83, «nd tiseillj ibis agitation, and who saw in perspective man,’ said she, as hour after hour, she voice was Surprisingly clear in its tones, ‘ I apartment. Her Stormy grief had been
JOHN TYLER.
derstands his present and future wclfiire, life.
in curing mi Mrs. Loring’s displeasure and reproaches, lay gazing through her curtains, on thè feel the truth of what I utter, here,’ lay stilled into calmness,’ during that holy
Mrs. Anna Harrison.
he will .find that anger rests only in the
inedicinesbs^ here whispered Ellen it was time to return starry depths of night, 4 and ask him to ing her wasted hand on her breast, as she prayer.
The eyes of Ellen were, now bosom of fools. Who can be angry; and
North Bend, June 24, 1841.
••• the jearliü arid Ellen glad to be released from.an in- enlighten and direct me.’
spoke. 11 did hope that I might live to gently closed, and as they rose from their on reflection not find much to regret?
Dear Sir : I have received with sentiments
I with a cerimi fluence, to which she was constrained to
The morrow came, but Ellen was not hear once more the voice of him, who knees they sat down by her side, Tearing (Some language used or abused, some pro oi deep emotion the resolutions of the Senato
IrÜ « b°W’ °beyed lhe si^naL Their nGw friend able to take her accustomed walk. For taught me the way. of salvation, and re
even by a deep drawn breathj to disturb fane, false, or exaggerated statements. ant| House of Representatives, which you
is compound Pf
‘1 cannGt.but believe,’ said he, several days she was confined from debili vealed to my benighted mind the God her slumbers.
A faint hope began to Wrath is the alcohol of life, that stimu have done me tlie honor of forwarding, rela
'liysiriiiiiMiiiii, that thls meet,ng is providential. It ty to her own room, and had ample leisure who created, the Savior whd redeemed dawn in the mother’s heart, from the pla lates and excites the passions to extremi tive to the decease of my lamented husband.
I cannot sufficiently express the thanks 1
Their lon»»seems t° me *bat heaven directed my to continue the great work of self-exami me, that I might breathe out to him my cidity and duration of her slumbers.
ties of language and conduct ; hence a
owe to the nation and its assembled Repre
rsal andhealii|Ks^ePs hither, that 1 might lead you to nation. As soon as she was permitted to parting blessing, and hear his hallowed
‘ I have never known her. fp sleep, so person, of understanding is not full of wrath sentatives, for their.condolence, so feelingly
«using quafet! those green pastures and still waters whefé go into thè open air, she sought her prayer rise over my dying bed. But oh, calm before,’ said she, in a low voice, to and envy, and evil speaking, but is noted
the gWiiln¡the Shepherd.of Israel gathers his flock, wonted retreat, and it was with feelings of niy dear mother, it is for your sake,, more Mr. M****. Mr. M****‘ bent forward for meekness and forgiveness, the com expressed, of my individual calamity, and the
national bereavement ; but, mingling my tears
us will siisiaiiifeYou are both young, but there is one of mingled joy and dread, she recognised the than mine,,. I yearn for his presence—I and laid his hand on her marble brow.
bined qualities . rendering their possessor with the sighs of the many patriots of the
se in the Ama'you whose cheek is pale, and whose sad st/anger, apparently waiting their ap looked fo him to comfort you, when l am
‘ Calm indeed are her slumbers,’ said contented and happy. The Psalmist de land, pray to Heaven for the enduring happi
dened glance tells a touching history of proach. This truly gòod man, though a gone.’ Mrs. Loring here burst into a he, looking-solemnly upward, 4 she sleeps clares that 4 man being in honor and un- ness and prosperity of our beloved country.
THERS, th? vanity of all earthly things. Take stranger to them, was well known in the violent paroxysm of tears and wrung her now, I trust, in the bosom of her Savior derstandeth not, is like the beast that
ANNA HARRISON.
John Tÿler, President of the United States.
Co -Gents4tb’S blesseiJ volume, and substitute it for neighborhood for his deeds of charity ànd hands in uncontrollable agony.
and her God.’
pèrishëth.—Olive Branch.
itraordinarpfa!>e onG y°u
hold, and believe, me labors of love. His name was M****,
4 Oh ! I cannot give thee up,’ slid again
Thus died Ellen Loring—just one year
Great Robbery. The counting room of
n Pills upon
will find in it an inexhaustible supply and as there was no mystery in his charac and again repeated, 4 my beautiful Éllpn, from that night v’hen Agnes followed her
Modesty. Who shall win the prize.? the 'Salisbury Manufacturing Company was
were inducetof entertainment and delight, a perennial ter of life, he may be here introduced to my good, my beautiful child.’
There
was
a
meeting
of
the
flowery,
and
retreating figure, with such a Wistful gaze.,
entered on Wednesday night, and $16,000 in
le was at thaiinspririg of light, and love, and ioy. You the reader, that the appellation of stran
Mournfully, painfully did these excla as she left her for the ball-room, exclaim the Judge was appointed, to award the bank bills stolen horn the iron safe. This
tiiii". ¿"é11 ,fln,d
IInerrinS guide in life, and a ger may no longer be necessary.
He mations fall on the chastened ears of the ing, 4 Happy, beautiful Ellen,’ and Agnes prize of beauty.
money was brought on from Salem on Wed
of each. Sbti;orch to illumine the dark valley of the greeted them both with £Ven more than dying Ellen.
4 Who shall win the prize ?’ asks the nesday, for the purpose of making the quar
now said within herself, even while she
en much m«!|hadow of death. Farewell—the bles- his former kindness, and noticed with pain
4 Recall not the imagé of departed wept over her clay cold form, 4 Happy Rose, proudly’stepping forward in blôsh- terly payments to the operatives in the mills,
the increased debility of Ellen.
He saw beauty, O my mother! I made it my Ellen !’ but with far’ different emotions 5 ing beauty, with full assurance of winning ft was all in bills of the Merchants’Bank, Sa
■_Shecomm®;nevei f Israel’s God be yours.’
lem, and none of them were of a larger de
three ^'«W^laced thé book in the hands of too from her réstless glance, that her soul idol, and ffiy heavenly father in infinite for she now followed .with the eye of faith, worth.
nomination than ten dollars. The robber en
S;and turned in a different path, was disquieted within her.
mercy, consumed it with the breath of his her ascending spirit to (he regions of the
4 Who shall win the prize ?’ asked the tered by the cellar Window, and m getting
4 Oh, sir,’said Ellen,^mournfully, ‘ you mouth. Speak not of goodness—my life blest, and saw her, in imagination, enter rest of the flowers,, as they came forward, into the room had to pass another window,
attend to ihe®n<F^°1'flked home in silence. Neither
ntil her confi«¡n
to the other the thoughts that promised me joy, and you have given me has been one long act of sin and ingrati those golden gates, which never will be each conscious of its attraction, and each under which were sundry' edge tools. In
iced
p
..^bosom of each. Had an angel wretchedness.’
getting by here, he appears to have cut him
tude. I can look back upon nothing but closed against the humble and penitent equally sure of receiving the award.
*¿7^^
come down and ™et thern in
■ My daughter,’ replied Mr. M****, wasted mercies, neglected opportunities, believer.
-1 will take a peep at the assemblage,’ self against some of the tools, as blood wa»
found on the window, on the floor, on the
, use of thè Ri'V
’the interview could hardly have 4 before the sick found heàling virtue in and perverted talents. But blessed be
A few evenings after, a brilliant party thought the violet, not intending to make safe, and on the key of the safe. The safe
half a boy 'rS it, ¿ore solemnizing influence.
It the waters of Bethesda, an angel came God, since I have been led in penitepce was assembled in one of those halls, where one Of the company,.and see the beauties was locked, but the key had been very in
■e advise
aWrst time they had ever been in- down and troubled the stillness of the pool.’ and faith to the feet of a crucified Savior, pleasure welcomes its votaries. ‘ Did you as they pass.’
cautiously left in the door, so that the thief
iave ïakenfciSVâb^ addressed as immortal beings,
Then at her own request, he sat down I dare to believe that my sins are forgiven know that Ellen Loring was dead T ob
Just as it was raising ifs modest head had but little trouble to secure his prize^alonjr in
they had been personally re- by her side, and endeavored to explain to and that my trembling spirit will soon find served some one to a beautiful; girl; the from its humblp and retiring corner, and There can be but little doubt under all the;
,t house ior.; ad^M.hat they were pilgrims of earth, her, the grand yet simple truths of Chris rest in the bosom of Him,’’who lived to in very counterpart of what Ellen once was, was looking in upon, the meeting,the Judge circumstances, that the thief will be delected
to be half iteM■••doomed to be dwellers of the tomb. tianity. And beginning with the law and struct and died to redeem me.’
‘ To the and the money recovered.
4 Dead !’ exclaimed the startled beauty, arose to render his decree»
n(r in afier
voice of the stranger still rung in the prophets, he carried her with him to
Ellen paused, for difficult breathing had for one moment alarmed into reflection, Violet,’ says he, ‘I award the prize of . It will be seen by the advertisement, that re
avpn _We
j
i , ii
° i
reward of $500 is offered for the detection of'
r them foriM'V® ears’ ^eeP ant* meb°w’ as the sound the mount that burned with fire and thick often impeded her utterance, but her ‘ I did not think she would, have died so beauty, for there is no trait more rare, the thief or recovery of the money.
smoke,
where
the
Almighty
descendingin
prayerful
eyes,
raised
to
heaven,
told
the
ell as the rich. he churchgoing bell.
Those warning
soon. I am. sorry; you told me—it will none more enchantingly beautiful, than—
The entire circulation of the Merchants’'
!re is a remedy mts, they could not forget them, for shrouded majesty, proclaimed his will to intercourse her soul wag holding with one throw a damp over my spirits the whole Modesty.
Bank, Salem, is so small at this moment, (be
ire which bidslil'®J-e was an echo in their own heartsj a trembling world, in thunder, lightning ‘ whom not having seen she loved, but in evening—-poor Ellen !.’ It was but a mo
ing only about $20,000 besides the $16,000
answer too, affirming the truth of and flame ; he led her on with him whom believing, she rejoiced with joy un ment, and the music breathed forth its
The success of England in China is not stolen) that it amounts to a certainty that
d be lost.
Ì be ottered. That night, when Ellen through the wilderness, pointing out the speakable and full of glory.’ At this mo joyous strains. She was led in haste to very consolatory to the friends of human should the bills of that bank appear in any
Histo amount, even so small as hundreds, they
h 1838; comerofCelsually exhausted, reclined on her rest- smitten rock, the descending manna, the ment, the door softly opened, and the gen the dance, and Ellen Loring was forgot rights and human improvements.
must be taken from the stolen package.
i street/ F«r Mi«.couch, she suddenly asked Agnes to brazen serpent, and all the miraculous tle footsteps of him whom on earth she ten.—Lady’s Book.
ry does not mention a' war more iniqui
Newburyport Herald.
1
from
!rh-S0 “t”
manifestations of God’s love to his chosen most longed to behold, entered the cham
tous. It is âl attempt to ravage a nation
with fire and sword, for attempting to de
A
. ior, he ga# “ was ' ie first time she people ; then taking up the lofty strains of ber. As she caught a glimpse of that be
An attempt was made last night to break
APHORISMS.
b procured by callinf-.'7*
n ^ier, since their return, and prophecy from the melodious harp of nign, that venerated countenance, she felt
fend itself against poison ; and therefore into the vault of the Globe Bank in this city»
A certain term is required to bring great
villages, 'fi|0,iav.eaL • - j Rjÿhing startling in the sound" David to the sùblimer lyre of Isaiah, he a glow of happiness pervading her being,
it is. an enormous outrage upon national It is supposed the robbers were concealed in,
eatise orr most t ' tqj?T was so altered. There shadowed forth the promised Messiah. of which she thought her waning life al designs to maturity ; those that can stay rights and human happiness, observés an some part of the building when the bank was
so
long
are
commonly
paid
with
interest
vVmpro^
the tone’ that usualIy In more persuasive accents he dwelt on most incapable. She clasped her feeble
exchange. How an Englishman can think locked, as no traces can be discovered of the*
for their patience»
¡xu ■ ■
way they entered. The safe is secured by
v‘ bïiVpwHaiii|*opbqoe
or discontent. Agnes sat the fulfilment of those wondrous prophe hands together, and exclaimed, ¿ Oh ! Mr.
Constancy of mind gives a man reputa of this contest without being ashamed of two iron doors, four large locks and three*
cies.
Gently,
solemnly
he
guided
her
on
M****.
’
It
was
all
she
could
utter,
for
(nust be address^ (im^ha fql-ied the leaves with a tremtion and makes him happy in spite of all his country, is beyond óür comprehension. padlocks, and is probably one of the most
from the manger to the cross, unfolding tears, whose fountains she had thought'
y,
HL
difficult ior a robber to open in the United
misfortunes.
Multiply the figure nine by any other States. They sawed off the head bolt of one
lowinff Agents : on^ der ’ I read ? where shall I com- as he went the glorious mysteries of re dried for ever, gushed into her eyes and
As the wind kindles a torch instead of
single figure, and the two figures compos of the padlocks, and then gave it upas a bad
Mr.
iiider Warren.
mr -d she, fearful and irresolute, demption, the depth, the grandeur, the rolled down her pallid cheeks.
extinguishing it, so false reports redouble
extent,
and
the
exaltation
of
a
Savior
’
s
ing the product, added, together, will job; They effected their retreat by breaking
M****
took
one
of
her
cold
hands
in
I)
,
saiYrance of its hallowed contents,
the lustre of virtue.
¡beldott Hobbs.
to bnow not,’ replied Ellen, love. Ellen listened and wept. She felt his, and looked upon her, for a time, with
make nine. Thus nine, multiplied by four, the glass in a large semi-circular window oWe may judge men by their conversa?
make thirty-six, which two figures added ver thè door, through which they crept,
S my mabrself on her elbow, with a as if she could have listened for ever. At out speaking.
thence passed down stairs at the foot of which
tion towards God, but never by God’s dis
rzii?
If self ; Æt look,4 see if you can find one moment she was oppressed by the
together, make nine, and so with all oth is a door leading into the office of J. W. Clark
4 My daughter,’ at lerigfh, he said, and
pensations towards them.
ìTILÙ’
/Mpe Str->ks of that dark valley of greatness of the theme, at another melt he did not speak without emotion,4 do you
er figures.
& Còl brokers. In this door they broke re
Clothe .yourself below your estate, that
having contrae«
dark valley of death.’ ed by its tenderness. Those who from find the hand of God laid heavy upon
pane of glass and thus were enabled to unlock
you
may
thrive
the
better
;
your
wife
aWelhfor 1,18J^pro^ven.ugffiose unexpected coinciden- infancy have been accustomed to hear your soul, or is it gentle, even as a fath
Envy is a cursed plant ; .somc fibres of the door. They then passed through Clark
bovejt, tlyat.you <may 'live peaceably.
& Co’s office and escaped through a window
vn’
dayp^netimes occur, Agnes at that these divine truths explained, who from er’s hand ?’
The law and gospel, like bond and ac it are rooted in almost every man’s nature, which they left open.
4 Gentle, most gentle,’ she answered^
and i't works in n sly imperceptible man
la8'’
to^rrow-jUed at the twenty-third Psalm, their earliest years have surrounded the
quittance, both mention the debt .but to
They got nothing from the Bank or from
lieir
sithore^^Q containing this sublime, al- household altar, and daily read God’s ‘ oh ! blessed forever blessed be the hour
ner ; and that even in some persons who
Mr. C.’s office. This we should call hard
different purposes ; the one to oblige pay
oftliet(l'f'1’asi é he johesor eye. She read aloud— holy wor$, can have no Conception of the that sent you, heaven-directed, to guide
in thé main are persons of wisdom and pie work and poor pay, for sawing off the iron
ment, the other to free from it.
ty. Avoid it as a mortal poison.
ìrs'H’l’ort^l! > rapicY.alk through the valley of the overpowering emotions óf Ellen and Ag the wanderer in the paths of peace. Had
bolt must have been no fool of a job.
Love
labor
;
if
you
do
not
want
it
for
'ENOCH*
thr/^b, I will fear no evil, for nes ; neither can ttq^whbse infant glan it not been fôr you, I should now be trem
An attempt was made to break into the
ENOCH
food
you
may
for
physic.
¡841.
Idy seff y tl anY— thy rod and thy staff, ds. have talcen in the visible glories of bling on-theverge of.a dark eternity,
Amèrican Lakes are computed to con Bank of Gloucester, on Tuesday night, by re
_ Miff fas ; arijs peOî
Creation, comprehend the rapture, and without one ray to illpmine the unfathom
tain 1,40Q cubic miles of water—more than moving the pannels of the door, bur the rogue
Help,others and you relieve yourself.
was alarmed by a person, who heard the
one-half the fresh water on the globe.
ained to^fi*eveiLated Ellen, and making amazement of those who being born blindi, able abÿss. Pray for me once more, my
noise, opening a blind to ascertain the cause.,
beloved friend, and pray too for my dear Go out and drive away the eloud from
—000—hey arriff
beto continue, Agnès read arc made in after years to see.
and the fellow fled.—Boston Transcript.
E ne'v ^jwjt’asha of iO bai^that beautiful Psalm,- and
From this hour Ellen and Agnes became mother, that she may be enabled to seek that friend’s brow, and you will'Teturn
In the city of Mexico, tumbrels aré sent
with
a
lighter
heart.
A
syllable
may
stab
’ Da^o?Execute Jinf1’ nug ones,before she paus- the willing pupils of Mr.
in the Him in faith, who can make a dying bed
round by the poliçe, to take up those who
The Remains of the late Presidenta blessed hope ; a syllable may revive the
1SU ¿ers, W'Î greedy 1 jCrpos0yas their understanding, most interesting study in the universe ; buj 4 feel soft as downy pillows_are? ’
are drunk. They are kept at night,
The remains of Gen. Harrison with their es
dying.
A
frown
may
crush
a
gentle
heart,
Ellen clasped her feeble hands togeth
/vr'°for Unsound of ir tj-eiag^ffitiial things, and deep it is with Ellen the reader is supposed
made to work for three days with a ring cort were received at Pittsburg on Saturday
làst,: with funeral pomp. Signal guns wero
Â
of any de^ ‘ thatwe, they wer^ yet capa- most strongly to sympathize ; the feelings er, while Mr. M***^ kneeling by her the smile of forgiveness may relieve . from tound their ankle.
;
fired from various points on the hills in the
k5DrrWrf’iday brealìii^s sF)me faint glimpses of.the of Agnes may be inferred from her going bedside, in that low, siveet, solemn tone*, torture,
The Missourians are a little green,
It neighborhood, at the approach of the canal
0^^ ,5;. heard in f. 2g^£L pervading thesq^trains hand in hand with her invalid friend. for which he was-so; remarkable, breathed
boat, and a long procession accompanied the
True. A late writer says, 4 ’Tis no
g the Pr8?e Ffefoha woul<‘^Jir&es was a pleasing reader, Ellen lingered in the cduntry till thè gol forth one of those deep and fervent shame for a man to labor in his vocation ; iseemsthey have prohibited the selling of steamboat engaged to convey the body down
wooden
docks,
by
the
Yankees,
in
that
den
leaves
of
Àqtumn
began
to
strew
the
prayers,
which
áre
as
it
were,
wings
to
u'11# n & S'"bad there1” ah5r v modulated, by pqw cmothe Ohio. The places of business in Pitts
but a burning shame not to hafte ctn honest
State ; so Jonathan 44 leases’’'’ bis time-pie- burg were all closed during the ceremonies.
pie ; but netiowiiHy impressive. Ellen re- ground, and its chill gales,tò sigh through the soul, and bear it .up to heaven. Mrs. vocation.’ :
1
’
.
;
p£s, for nipety-nine. years.
—Boston $dv.
t, ^Fj-^/troops o!e0e< F again to herself, after the grove. What progress she made du Loring knelt too, by the weeping Agnes,
r GOO^1 ifiUed the tbVg! hd, *’Whó is; tMs kin^ of ring this time in the lore of heaven, under but her Spirit, unused to devotion/ linger
Nq man pyer pfle.nded his conscience,
The .Gaines Case. The case of Caroline
Preserving Hams. Mr. Robert Wil
■ « a
der was eiortbt ffd strong and mighty ?’ the teachings and prayers of her beloved ed ’below, and her byes wandered from but first or last it wasjevenged on him for
Barnes ys. the wife of Gen. Gaines, for the re
son,
of
Fairfield,
Conn.,
says^
through
the
""for the sa,e° desire to Jhààhought of : God, But as a instructor, may be gathered, from another the heavenly countenance of that man it.—-South.
covery of certain property, a portion of the
Albany Chitiviitbr, he preserves his hams estate of the late Daniel Clarke, has been de
said tobiip^’hdn power, avenging in bis and the Zds/xcene,'tbfough ^’hicb this once of God,, to the death-lîkç."fàcç ; of that
from
flies,
etc.,
by
packing
them
in
oats.
child,
whose
beauty,
had
onçe^
been
hor
glittering
bèlle
jyas
destined
to
pass.
/
dof the pfa, Wgerwful in his mystery. She
cided in favor of the defendant. At the for
(L^5“ There is nothing makes us so deaf to
*
#
.
'
*
t*
pride, .She remembered how short prtime reason and true feeling, as the stinging sense In the fall he mixes his oafs with corn and mer trial, the Jury could not agree on a ver
V0110- tfg àd
him only in the whirlgrinds them to make more ham.
dict.
The chamber in which Ellen Lpring since, she had seen that form float in airy that we are willfully doing wrong.”
p«rctl8!SC mg the < ’fodnifm, the lightning and the
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Wages , Labor. The Saco Democrat KENNEBUNK GAZETTE. ioB1nore ¡nt'
The Ordnance Bill then came up—was en- financial clearness, examined the state of the
grossed—and passed.
| Treasury, and showed by statistics and the commenting resolutions adopted by the
SATURDAY, JULY 24s 1841.
ffealtb,or b
b The Home Squadron Bill was considered ( Report oi the Secretary of the Treasury that whig countyonvenlion at Alfred, says,
EXTRA SESSION.
“
Moreove.q
ie
resolutions
complain
of
efe(lemPtion
in
committee
of
the
whole,
and
Mr.
Wise
I
the
actual
deficit
in
the
Treasury
for
the
curFIFTEEN DAYS LATER!
Whig Nominations.
spoke very ably in its support, when the rent year*was nine millions ot dollars, and the HIGH VAGES OF LABORERS,
Repaid fi
The Steamer Caledonia left Liverpool at
Monday, July 12. In the Senate, The Land *'
employed by t |ate Land Agent, in the ser
..¿f...
.:
:c"
who
advocated
the
whole
amount
as
necessaCornmittee
rose
without
acting
upon
it.
noon, on Sunday the 4th of July, and arrived Bill
j
vice
of
the
Sta\
i
Let
laborers
ponder
on
FOR
GOVERNOR.
from the House was reported from the
W^se saiYthat, apart from the absolute ry to provide against possible contingencies
at the Cunard wharf, Halifax, at five o’clock Committee with two amendments. The first
ot this squadron for the protection and not being objectionable on account of in
in- this complaint. What a commentary is it EDWARD KENT, of Bangor, of the op
in the afternoon of Thursday, the 15th—ma*, grants to new Stales, upon their admission, necessity
5 the commerce which is spread along our (terest, while it lay dormant in the Treasury, upon the complet of the same party, rung
¡¡he measui
king the passage in eleven days and five hours. 'five hundred thousand acres of land, upon ol
(extended coast, it would be a naval school, of, as the bill intended that the amount only as from one end ofqe country to the other,
FOR SENATORS FOR YORK.
¡public intei
She
arrived
at
Boston
on
Saturday,
at
noon.
(
---- ....- ----- ...--------------- - ,
t|je game terms as grants to the new States ‘ much importance to our gallant navy as ! required should be borrowed. The amend- that the last admiration wanted to reduce
ABRAHAM L. CAME, of Buxton.
^ther chai
The Britannia left the wharf at a quarter n()W -|n lhe ctfnf^jeracy nre made in the bill, as
i
the
wages
of
laboi
Q
u
t
of
their
own
pollut

JOHN
HUBBARD,
of
Acton.
* • academy
- »I? at... West
i> ..........
1 ment was rejected—yeas 21 ; nays 26.
the
Point to......v
our army.'
.
¡¡nod a schen
before twelve for Liverpool, and the two The
ot||e|. ¡g -|n re|a!ion t0 certain lands re- was
'
JOSEPH FROST, of Eliot.
lips
are
they
cotjeted,
before
an
insulted
ed
The Fortification Bill was considered in | The bill was then read a third time, and
ships passed each other and exchanged sa- serye(j frotn sa]e un(|er the Dancing Rabbit
Lthis bill a
Committee of the whole. Mr. Wise spoke the question being on its passage, Mr. Cal and indignant peqe, of lying the most
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.
lutes off’Long Island Heard, in plain sight of Creek
(
Treaty—repealing that reservation.
’
shameless and barefie<j.”
hotm
intimating
a
desire
to
speak
on
the
bill,
is,which is
in opposition to it—taking the ground that
JOHN L. GRANT, of Alfred.
the city.
I
Here is a fair spec>en of loco foco logic.
In the House, Mr. Adams gave a resolution works of this sort would be of no use in time , on motion, the Senate adjourned at a quarter According to this rulethe higher thé wages
ipntnl of ¡he
ENGLAND.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
an inquiry into the stocks issued by of
( war, in the present state of the science of past five o’clock.
¡Imtadminis
The English papers speak of the crops as directing
<
paid
by
the
land
agen\h
e
more
his
merit.
In the House, Mr. Arnold of Tennessee
DAVID OTIS, of Limington.
being generally very promising both in Great1 the States. It was laid over, and the House war.
Lother ¡si ti
Mr. Ingersoll differed essentially from his moved a reconsideration of the vote adopting No doubt the Democra'magines the labor
Britain and on the continent. The distress went into Committee of the Whole on the
ing
men
all
over
the
Ste
who
are
working
ho expend
the
resolution
to
slop
debate
on
the
Fortifica

Loan
Bill.
Several
gentlemen,
among
whom
views on this subject.
from want of work in the manufacturing
Opposition Reasoning. The ^»position
The clause making appropriations for forts tion Bill to-day at two o’clock. The motion al ten dollars a month or lb, ought to be almost
districts of England was not so great as at the were Mr. Jones of Va., Mr. Davis ot Ken
tickled to death with thejdea that Charles are laboring to “make capital” for the comtucky, Mr. Atherton of N. 11., Mr. Dawson of on the Pea Patch Island in lhe Delaware, was carried, and the vote reconsidered.
fi Ewing scat
last previous advices.
The House resolved itself into a Commit Jarvis was paid ten dollar a day, for over ing election. The reasoning of their organs
There hadj’een no material variation in the Geo. and Mr. Fillmore of N. Y., spoke upon was stricken out, after a long debate, and no
seeing
the
making
of
a
roâ
:
and
the
poor
tee of the Whole (Mr. Winthrop in the Chair)
is about the same from one end of the union
price of Teas, as the Overland Mail brought the bill, but under the resolution the house conclusion was come to on lhe bill.
and resumed the consideration of the Fortifi drafted soldier ordered out < mid winter and
proceeded at two on the amendments.
nothing later from China.
to the other, and is ridiculous enough. Ona
compelled
to
wade
through
nud
and
snow
revenue.,
Thursday, July 15. In the Senate, Mr- cation Bill—and after a debate by Messrs. Un
The most important amendment made to
T|i,e papers are filled with the accounts of
for 22 cents a day, should bedelighted with of them is before us, which commences the
derwood
and
others,
the
Committee
rose
with

Clay
wished
to
take
up
lhe
Loan
Bill,
and
act
the
bill
was
one
by
Mr.
Fillmore,
of
New
riots in various places, consequent on the late
liied States <
the
idea
that
other
men,
welled,
well
provi

catalogue of the sins of the present adminis
elections. In some towns they had been at York, the object of which is to enable the on it this morning. He said the condition of out action on the bill.
A resolution was adopted, to stop the debate ded, and furnished with win, cigars, and tration by charging it with half a million of 4th ofr
present administration to paj7 off* the debt, lhe treasury required it to be passed without
tended with loss of life.
sleighs to ride in, were \m\dfvtdollars a day,
jus and sub
In Liverpool during the election riots, four during their term. The amendment provides delay—the expenditures were $2,000,000 a on said bill, Tuesday next, at two o’clock.
not to mention the heavy bills for breaking dollars for the extra session of Congress. The bilities”-an
men and one woman were shot—and much that the loan shall be contracted at six per month, and there was but $900,000 in lhe
sleighs and driving horses to deth ; and fi cost of the extra session is yet to be ascertain, provided
,
property was destroyed. At Ashton, also, it cent, interest, and be payable at six months treasury.
LAST PUBLIC TRIBUTE.
nally the yeomanry nnd industrious mechan ed, and whether it be more or less, if the
Mr.
Calhoun
opposed
taking
it
up.
The
notice,
if
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
should
is said “ the hospitals are filled with the
¡present and
The citizens of Cincinnati have united as ics throughout the State, who workfrom sun
of the people,—by jnaturing ¡¿other is, t
wounded, and one policeman had died of his choose, and, at all events, at the end of Bank bill ought to be decided. If jhe exi one man in their last public tribute of affec- rise to sunsetring, should be in ersUcies at Representatives
gencies
of
the
treasury
were
so
great,
treasu

three years. It passed.
wounds.”
| tion towards him who was so lately their the very idea that the money wring from ! plans for relieving the treasury ot its einbar- will be
The amendments from the opposition were ry notes might be issued.
Dissolution of Parliament. All Eng
Mr. Clay said that policy belonged to the | neighbor, friend and Chief Magistrate. We them in taxes should be so liberally used to 1 ras«ments, giving stability to the curre^ Btlis, $2,673
land is in a ferment. Parliament was dis all rejected, and the bill was taken out of
have never before witnessed—and never a- pay sucli splendid “LABORERS” la these re,torinR confidence, and thus reviving I»
solved on the 22d of June, by a speech from committee, carried through all the stages of last administration, and not to this. He also gain shall witness-such an entire and uni in the service of the Land Agent.
jnot tell th'
‘
»
ness and aiding all classes of comnitiiity
the Throne, of which the following is ail legislation, and finally passed: yeas, 124; spoke of the delay of public business by the versal commingling of respect, and affection,
Kennebec Journo.
andc
opposition
of
the
Senate
—
the
House
was
pro

nays,
93.
(save the money lender)—answer the design
extract:
and sorrow, from all hearts, as the occasion
■the
redemp
ceeding
faster
than
the
Senate,
and
would
“ My Lords and Gentlemen—On a full con
A Monstrous Difference. In 1838, the H
Tuesday, July 13. In the Senate, the fis soon send all their business to this body—the called forth. As the city’s procession, to which year we had whig County Commissioners in (of the measure, it will be a trifling considéra« die last adm
sideration of the present state of public affairs,
were
added
large
numbers
from
the
surround

I have come lo the determination of proro cal bank bill was again discussed at length. reason of the delay in lhe Senate was, that ing country, took up its slow and measured this county, their bills for services against the lion. When the preseht administration cam ^4ih of Man
guing this Parliament, with a view to its im An amendment was offered by Mr. Wright, the minority governed it.
county amounted to about three hundred dol into power, the treasury was not only empty, ^about twe
Mr. Calhoun said that freedom of discus tread with the mortal remains of him who lars, or one hundred dollars for each Com but the nation was millions in debt, and
mediate dissolution. The paramount impor to apply to the fiscal agent the same princi
so
lately
lived
and
moved
the
people
’
s
friend,
tance of the trade and industry of the country, ple that applies to the banks of New York, sion was destroyed in the House ; and he the entire silence which seemed to reign uni missioner. Last year the Commissioners among its creditors were contractors, etc.and iroprtd/ion® '
Why do not
and my anxiety that the exigencies of the namely—that when they suspend they are hoped we should not have similar rules here. versal save when the melancholy dirge and charged the county more than nine hundred
through them laborers on the public worh
Mr. Clay, in his reply, intimated that the
public service be provided for in the manner immediately to be wound up.
dollars, or over three hundred dollars each for who needed the sums due to them. Our navy ¡creiary Ewii
muffled
drum
broke
the
stillness,
served
to
Mr. Berrien opposed the amendment, «as course taken in lhe house ought to be taken
least burdensome to the community, have in
re awaken emotions in all hearts which old their services. This is about in proportion had been neglected—our fortifications wen i judge for
duced me to resort to the means, which the not being attended with any practical bene here.
with many other expenditures that have oc
Mr. King protested against this doctrine. time himself could not hope to suppress, curred. Charles Jarvis was paid by John in a wretched condition—the currency had lout “exti
Constitution has intrusted to me, of ascertain fit. Besides he thought lhe matter amply
i
There
was
no
effort
to
create
a
pageant
;
none
¡»buggery,
ing the sense of my people upon matters guarded by the seventeenth section, which He said the majority at lhe former session
Fairfield, ten dollars a day for the oversee
gave twelve per cent, in case of suspension— permitted speeches to be made six months5 was necessary. It was but required that po- ing the making of a road. ’ Better men are been tinkered so much as to render it unsia- fJin the darl
which so deeply concern their welfare.”
>
sitions
should
be
assigned
all
orders,
in
the
ble and by its condition to depress the bnsiThe Elections are progressing with great Congress having the right to go to the full for party purposes, and never abridged the
now employed in similar business by Mr.
an honest
spirit throughout the United Kingdom; but: extent of the provision of the Senator from right of discussion. He asked Mr. Clay it he} line of procession, and the train moved for Kent for two dollars and fifty cents a. day !- ness community and thereby render “business
ward
in
silence
and
sadness.
The
lateness
phs,
do they
would bring forward such a resolution.
it was impossible to say which of the two New Yoik.
This is the way the State has been saddled dull” and “ money scarce” in ali quarte«,
Messrs. Benton and Buchanan sustained
Mr. Clay said he would—he would do any, of the hour at which we write will not per with a debt of nearly two millions of dol' The last Congress might have relieved th mist men ?
great political parties would triumph. Each
anticipates a majority of fifty—but up to thes the amendment, declaring that unless the law thing that might be necessary to carry through mit more than a lew general remarks. We lars ; and now these high minded and disin Treasury of all difficulties—might have p üi?-cor»P,£
evening of the 2d the late Ministerial parly was coeval with the charter, and the bank Congress the great relief measures which the cannot omit to speak, however, of that little terested patriots who have been fattening fromI
a
#
, L I
Lhnient,± l-vbeX*
band of some thirty or forty who marched to
had the best of it —the latest returns standingf made
i
to understand that when she should eat country expects.
the public crib for years upon the hard earn vided means for meeting its necessary wan»
the
body
of
their
old
Commander.
brded the ne
Mr. Linn made some remarks against Mr.
thus : Liberals 159, Conservatives 145—ma■ of suspension she should surely die, there
They were weather beaten soldiers who, ings of the people, and whom the people lastt —might have taken measures to give stability
would be no security. Mr. Benton spoke of Clay’s suggestion, when, about eleven o’clock
jority 14.
lo
the
currency
—
might
have
provided
for
»the work
year
discharged
from
further
service,
have
Lord Palmerston has been rejected for Liv lhe bank as mater monstrorum, and said that the Senate went into executive session —at in the severe, suffering, but brilliant cam had a Convention at Augusta and resolved
putting
the
naval
and
military
defences
of
ilia
ly?—endea1
paigns
of
’
12
—
’
13,
had
followed
the
living
Congress could never do any thing, as they 4 P. M. the doors were opened, and the Sen
erpool, by a majority of 1361.
General to his country’s battles and victory, that John Fairfield ought to be Governor country in order—it was urged to do itbythe hphon” uj
Lord John Russell has been returned for had had full evidence in the case of the late ate adjourned.
again, so that they can get their hands into
bank, which had insulted the committee, and
The House spent lhe day in discussing now accompanying his remains to their last the public chest once more and take out their whigs—the necessity for immediate action iyare thems
London.
Riots. The country was rife from end shut them out from an investigation of the amendments to lhe Fortification Bill—but no resting place, and very soon to be themselves five and ten dollars a day—all for the good of was then apparent—but the present opposi mpt to di’
followed, one by one, until, the men of that
books.
conclusion was ariived at.
to end with election riotsand murders.
war shall live only in the recollection of their the people. Now it is our opinion that the tion party were then in the majority inC® ¡from their
The amendment was not adopted—the
The President. Every vestige of hope
children
and country. And we may simply people have had quite enough of the services
TS eress and they refused to raise a hand to» taibug,” “ I
vote
stood,
ayes
22,
noes
25.
F
riday
,
July
16.
In
the
Senate,
Mr.
Tall

for the safety of the President had flown.
('
oi Mr.
ivit. Fairfield
rairneiu and
hihi his
ijis ten-dollars
icn-uuuurs au-aay
°
» »n.
i
-i wi
remark,
that
never again will be seen assem of
madge presented petitions from New York
road-makers,
and
three-hundred-dollars-a-year
: ply these wants—they rendered the extra sewitt jwers. »
FRANC e-u n s e tt l e D.
In the House, the McLeod case was again
bled
together
in
time
so
many
of
the
grey
The party adverse to the peace of Europe discussed until the expiration ot the morning in favor of a General Bankrupt Law.
Commissioners, quite enough. With all their ! necessary and the people will hold them rtspn- drant and n
Mr. Evans presented resolutions passed at headed Pioneers of the West as united in ’ blarney the Locos can’t come it over the peo
is again beginning to be active. The war hour.
'and manfull
sible for the expense.
procession
at
Cincinnati,
for
the
purpose
of
a meeting of the citizens of Maine, ot similar
mania is again rising ; and it is by no means
A letter from the Secretary of the Treasu
The next charge against the administrate ¡¡n [ads an
offering the last tribute of affection to the pu ple this year.—The government is now in
•
import.
satisfactory to know that some of Louis ry, asking appropriations for the service of
good hands, and it is an excellent plan, as
is a “gratuity” by Congress of twentyllm? Why,
Mr. Clny said as there was nothing before pil of Wayne, and Father of the West.
Pbilippe’s'Mimsters show a disposition to en lhe War Department was read and referred.
well in political as other affairs, to lei well
In
addition
to
the
large
number
of
our
own
the
Senate,
he
would
appeal
to
the
Senate
to
thousand dollars to the heirs of Gen. Harri ion would b
courage it. The French Marine Minister is
enough
alone.
—
Somerset
Jour.
The bill making appropriations to the
citizens present, we were glad to see many
threatening, and at variance with the pacific amount of $140,000, for the payment of pen take up the Loan Bill by general consent.
son. Congress has voted one year’s salarjli ¡3 to streng
of
our
friends
from
Louisville
and
other
parts
After a protracted debate, the motion was
policy of M. Guizot. Vessels are being regu sions due under the law of 1837, from the
Retrenchment. The salaries of a nurn- the heirs of President Harrison. He w •aiion ?
of Kentucky, and from Indiana and the inte
larly despatched to the Mediterranean.— ’ Navy Pension Fund, was taken up in com agreed to without a division.
rior of Ohio.
The
order of Odd Fellows,
and•| ber of the subordinate officers in the Boston called to the highest office in their gift tyll
The
bill
was
then
read.
......
<
'
The Turkish Empire is distracted—Eastern mittee of the whole.
K3 IN M
Mr. Clay said that the conversation which Firemen, turned out m large numbers, and| Custom House have been reduced by the ad- American people—he accepted the
affairs unsettled—and this, coupled with the
. vice of the Collector. Large reductions of
A long debate ensued on the bill.
place rendered it nnneeessary for
I salaries have been made at Washington, and entered upon its duties. In a singly
state of feeling in Paris, all dictate the pru
1
Mr. McKay offered an amendment limiting, had taken
to be so elaborate in
m bis
Ins statement as he hereof
dm ^¿<1 We wZ sor7y t^ I some of lhe offices abolished.. The
of
him io
<
shoi
dence of not relying on the professed peace to a certain extent, the operation of the Pen hnn
The prices
pricesiof
after
he
had
taken
the
oath
of
office,s
should have been. It was under
Is on tl
able disposition of France.
sion law, and providing for the repeal of the otherwise
that three or four military companies ;I the public printing have been reduced at ed Divine Providence to remove a
stood that there was on the 4th of March last, learn
I
Washington
20 per cent, less than the locos
S P AlN.
act of 1837 after the first day of January next.
from
Louisville
were
delayed
by
their
Boat,
’
I
death. Is it not reasonable to sii^ai
in The
Madrid .letters of the 24th of June, an
Mr. Saltonstall, among others, opposed the an unexpended balance of thirty-three and a so
as not to reach this city until two hours 1paid to the Globe editors. Similar reductions
nounce .that the Cories have declared vacant amendment. He admitted there were abuses half millions, ot which twenty-four millions *after the Procession had separated.— Cincin- Ihave been made by the whig Legislature at the exposure, fatigue and anxiety c? at- finest
¡
Albany. Pampered loco-foco editors were upon his journey to the seat of gc
the office of Guardian to her Majesty Queen under the act of 1837, but still contended that two hundred and ten thousand dollars were nflfi
“ener^?
Republican.
expended, leaving about nine millions. There '
paid about 20 per cent, more than the regular and the duties that devolved upon 1J
the
amendment
repealing
it
and
proposing
Hr
V 19
Isabe Ila IL
—whic
was
an
additional
demand
of
two
and
a
half
prices charged to individuals, or such prices
The young Queen of Spain is reported to also other provisions was a fair subject of dis
>a
THE
McLEOD
CASE.
ness afu
as we get in this State.—Every thing has high station, were the procuring caè«tf
lie in a very, bad state of health. The house cussion. The fund was a noble one and millions from the War Department for de
The
most
important
intelligence
of
the
day
1
over ha
hold of dw Regent is entirely military.
should be continued through all lime ; but it fences. This made nearly twenty seven is the decision of the Supreme Court of New been going on in this way for years. Plun disease which terminated so fatally
Then there was an omission in the
■,<
der has been the word. Hence the enor under all the circumstances of the caV
had been exhausted chiefly by one improvi- millions.
‘
PO RTUGA L.
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury for a York (ail the judges concurring) remanding
> Keàjb
The ministerial crisis here has been brought dent law, and the faith of the government Home Squadron, and the purchase of naval McLeod to prison, to await his trial in due mous expenditures under the Van Buren dy it have pleased the American Peo|^e
nasty. The retrenchment promised under
’
lo a close, and a new cabinet formed. The was pledged for its restoration. This must stores,
etc. amounting to a million and a half. course of law. The whole case, says the New
Bl amount du
financial affairs of Portugal are still in a very be done, not only for the national honor and ‘He then went on to show, that the Treasury York Sun, and the principles involved in it, the Jackson administration ; was never per had only one month’s salary paid to hisl
Silver, etc.
deplorable condition, though it is expected the benefit of those now living, but for the notes had been exhausted. He then showed are presented with great clearness and force by formed. On the contrary, salaries were in Would such an act have been justoifflfl
■ Estale,
that the forthcoming foreign dividend will be sake of the naval service in time to come. 1that there would be a deficiency of means each of the Judges, and they are unanimous creased in amount and numbers. For in Would it not have been parsimonious^
wof Banks in
stance, the number of officers in the New
In the mean time pensions were due on reg- 1
¡•of Banksei.
paid.
in the result at which they arrive. Of course
niggardly—better becoming the grip«
ular certificates, and ought to be provided for. this year including the Treasury notes to be McLeod must now be tried by a jury. We York Custom House was about doubled. heartless miser, than the ReprésentaitBances due fro
GREECE.
redeemed, of nineteen millions and a half.
fio the Bank
The island of Candia is still in arms.— Objectionable as the law of 1837 might be, it He then made some remarks on the structure presume that a special circuit will be imme The whigs, we are glad to see, will not follow
such perfidious examples. The salaries of the American people? We believe ‘I
should
not
be
repealed
in
a
light
and
hasty
France indicates some mteution of counte
of the bill for the purpose of obviating objec diately ordered for this purpose. If he is in most of our State officers have been reduced
Jtelam’tof the
will receive the approval of ninete.en-tfflf
nancing this movement^ and King Otho has and inconsiderate manner, nor at all until no tions which some gentlemen had urged nocent in point of fact, as he now alleges, he
and many national officers.—More ought to
DIVI
already done so; The latest news from Bul tice had been sent to those concerned.
will
be
acquitted
and
there
will
be
an
end
ofi
eths
of the tax-payers in the country ani»
a.
the bill.
be, and will be, when further looked into.
II 'Jnnl of last st
After a long discussion the bill was finally against
garia and Macedonia was of an unfavorable
Mr. Clay expressed his fear that there could the matter. But if convicted we have the as
opposition
leaders
are
welcome
to
a
Hlll
iuntof
resei
Kennebec
Journal.
character. Private letters from Malta state laid aside to be reported to the House, where, be no arrangement of the tariff, which could surance of Mr. Webster, Secretary of State,
capital they can raise from
| *2'*ue and e
that Mehernet Ali would not accede to the after the rising of the Committee, it passed in produce more than twenty-two or twenty- that his case will be removed into the Su
APPOINTMENTS BY THE PRESIDENT.
#
clause of Laitisc.heritt’ fixing the amount of its original form.
The third charge is, that til
preme Court of the United States and meas
’ IMinor, he
The bill making appropriations for ord three millions. He replied to what had been ures there taken to release him in compli By and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
tribute at 40,000,000 piasters. He declares he
to distribute the proceeds oi*vea f
said
by
Mr.
Calhoun
as
to
the
object
of
the
nance
and
ordnance
stores,
etc.
for
the
navy
will not pay more than 6,000,000.
custom house officers.
extra session, and expenses and retrenchment. ance with what the administration at Wash
public lands among the seve* disri
was taken up in committee.
ington consider the true principles of national
Collectors.
suppose they do? The pïtegç
Mr. Wise explained that $1,800,000 were Did the Senator from South Carolina expect law applicable to his case.
Henry W. Kinsman, Newburyport, Mass. been a prominent topic off
ö.J A',
THE LOAN BILL.
called for by the department for the naval every thing to be done at once ? It was the
It
is
thought
the
British
minister
will
imme

Charles W. Kelso, Presque Isle, Pa.
This Bill authorizes the President to bor service. The sum would be expended in revolution ofNovernber last, which overthrew
empsqi
National Congress for
Charles M. Smith, Perth Amboy, N. J.
row within one year from its passage, a sum three years. The bill provided, therefore, the dominion of experiments on our curren diately return to his government. We shall
hongh«
see.
Should
he
do
so,
we
shall
of
course
have
cy
and
credit,
that
had
caused
this
extra
ses

in
relation
to
them
are
almost
Moses
Shaw,
Wiscasset,
Me.
nor exceeding twelve millions of dollars at a lor $600,000, which would be expended this
sion to be called. It was only four months a temporary excitement, but nothing worse.
NAVAL OFFICER.
rate of interest, payable quarterly or setni- yea r.
troduced. It has been propr
it oth®
since the present administration had come Our confidence is strong that the amicable re
Thomas M. Clark, Newburyport, Mass.
aimually, not exceeding six per cent, per an
This bill was- not finally acted on, when into power. Since that, they had lost a Pres- lations of the United States and England will
b conf$
the price of them— to cede ,
SURVEYORS.
num. This loan is reimbursable either at the the House adjourned.
have1
able
terms,
to
the
several
States
\
not
be
disturbed
by
this
affair.
The
counsel
ident—and ought not some time to be allow
Martin Frasure, Swansborough, N. C.
will of the Secretary of the Treasury after
An.\S!
I
ed them to find out where abuses and those for M’Leod, as we learn from the New York
they are situated, etc. etc. ,AStephen Daniels, Salem, Mass.
six months’ notice, or any time after three
Wednesday, Joly 14. In the Senate, Mr.
Wm, Pelham, Surveyor General for Ark.
years from the first day of January next. Linn talked through the morning hour on who commit them are to be found. He American, will immediately sue out a writ of
portion of these lands were C|------a m
POSTMASTERS.
T’his money, in addition to that now in the the subject of removals. Mr. Clay presented pledged himself that his friends would be error, and the case will be carried to the
ted States by the old thirteen
,vvsel
Court
for
the
Correction
of
Errors,
which
found
ready
to
carry
out
all
the
pledges
they
William Jones, at Washington, D. C.
Treasury, is to be applied to the payment I a memorial frotn New York, in frfvor of a
of them as owned waste lamed w.
meets in August.
William Debuys, at New-Orleans.
and redemption of the Treasury notes, and to Bankrupt Law. Three bills were received had given.
thfejjy
“
We
cannot
say,
”
says
the
American,
“
we
dates—the first cession bein^P0’1 ‘
Several
amendments
were
proposed
and
Platt B. Fairchild, at Ogdensburg, N. Y.
defray public expenses. This stock may be from the House—that for the support of pau
are disappointed in this result—for the ques
Prevei
and
the
last
in
1802.
Tbey
J
™™
“
considered.
William
Stuart,
at
Chicago,
III.
transferred on the books of the Treasury.
per lunatics, and the two bills for the pay
On motion of Mr. Preston the Senate went tion is one which, not free from difficulties in
ingy di
Charles L. Porter, at Hartford, Conn.
Sec. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is ment of Navy Pensions, and lhe purchase of
the condition, that they should Sj-bidf
authorized, with the consent ot the President, ordnance. They were referred—the first to into the consideration of Executive business1 itself, although we have no doubts about it,
kUrn
Peleg
Sprague,
Judge
of
the
United
States
a
fund
for
the
use
and
of
jo
h
:
T*rn
benefit
.an
has been rendered yet more difficult for a New
to cause certificates of stock, for the sum bor the Committee of the Whole—the last to the and then adjourned.
for the District of Massachusetts.
____ i
______ _
»kü
i
York
Court
to
decide
upon
its
merits,
by
the
The
House
was
engaged
during
the
day
in
and
Congress
pledged
the
natif
’
Wl
rowed, to be prepared, transferable and re Naval Committee.
he if
a most important debate upon »be Loan Bill.• attitude in which the Slate has been placed by
imbursable as aforesaid, bearing an interest
The Fiscal Bank Bill was then taken up.
True to the letter. The Providence dispose of them for the commo^^^ I 's rap'Jo
not exceeding six per cent., which certificates An amendment was adopted, providing that The speeches made were generally very ir- its Executive—adverse, as it were to the Fed Journal says, “The opposition papers contin United States. The remainder
;
th'
shall be signed by the Secretary and counter if a suspension takes place during the re relevent and relating more to war and poli eral Government. , If the Court of Errors ually accuse the Whigs of violating their ed by the treaties of Louisian^—
. =dy sesigned by the Register of the Treasury, and cess of Congress, the Secretary shall provide tics than to the subject under consideration. should affirm the decision of the Supreme professions, now that they have come into
Fortunately the will of the House allows no Court, an appeal lies, and will be taken to the
and were paid for by the whole
. Ms ; a
sold.
other custody for the public money.
member to blackguard his country, her Insti Supreme Court of the United States ; and power ; and yet these very same papers loud
to
j
Sec. 3. The Secretary is empowered to
Mr. Clay of Kentucky, from the Commit tutions or the officers of Government beyond meantime, a rule, on application of the pris ly protested a year ago, that the whigs had United States. Hitherto the rhoonér ¿ined
receive proposals for taking said loan, and to tee on Finance, reported the House bill, au
Whey
an
from
the
sales
of
these
lands
^
üs
ier,
no principles but “hard cider,’and made no
employ agents on a commission not exceed thorizing a loan of $12,000,000. He express the hour. To the full extent of the privilege oner’s counsel, would doubtless be made by professions, but were vatmg for their candi ted to the defraying of the ordi|adons «'ashaoi'
the Court of Errors to stay proceedings in
ing one tenth of one per cent, on the amount, ed the hope that it might be immediately act many are disposed to go.
the case, until a final decision could be had.” dates ‘ without a why or wherefore.’ The of government. It is no long, fr°rn fexecute1
and an appropriation of $12,000 is made to ed on as it was required by the wants of lhe
writers of these stories must rely very much this purpose, and it is now pro/*,
’greedy v
Saturday, July 17. The Senate have —Phil. Gaz.
cover all expenses which may be incurred in Treasury, and hoped it would be passed this
upon the credulity, and very little upon the
pound
of,
been
to-day
occupied
in
the
discussion
of
the
the execution of the act..
general government shall still i
week.
Worthy of Imitation. J. W. Borden, memory of their readers.”
[! of any di,
Sec. 4. The Secretary is authorised to
In the House, the morning hour was given Loan Bill from the Honse, which has been Receiver of Public Monies at the Land Office,
trol
of
this
vast
resource,
and
buy up this stock before the time limited for to the consideration of the McLeod case, and retarded by debate and amendment in almost
Mr. Woodbury published, on retiring from proceeds of the sales of the lam winj jj Jay brea
its redemption, if there be sufficient money Mr. Young spoke on lhe subject, disapproving every possible form, it being the evident de Fort Wayne, and a thorough loco foco, lately the Secretaryship, that he left a balance in
* heard in1
wrote
a
letter
to
President
Tyler,
stating
in the Treasury.
of the course of the government in lelation sign of the opposition to encumber it with that he had waited for his removal until he was the Treasury. It turns out, however, that vided among the several Stat^p I Pha won
amendments so that it may go back to the
Sec. 5. Pledges the faith of the Govern ; to it.
to their respective federal poput
I had ther
out of patience, and he therefore tendered his the balance he referred to, consisted in the
ment for the punctual payment of lhe princi
Mr. Fillmore asked leave to report a bill House, and thus to withhold supply Jor the
1st of January and 1st of July,—- Ì Pie ; buf
authority
to
issue
Treasury
notes,
that
is
to
resignation.
Treasury,
which
was
stated
by
Mr.
Clay,
pal and interest of this stock.
from the committee of Ways and Means, on
say, in the authority io run in debt ! A cu the law to continue in force • ,
I hoops i
Chairman of the Finance Committee, to be
drawbacks and duties. Agreed to.
Gen. Wilson, Surveyor General of Wis rious balance that.
I filled th«
Congress or until war. Its ei
required
immediately
—
there
being
on
the
The
bill
was
referred
to
the
committee
of
Singular and Fatal Accident. A young
13th inst. but nine hundred thousand dollars consin and Iowa, has arrived at Dubuque,
place
a
fund
at
the
disposal
I
der was;
lhe
whole,
on
the
state
of
the
Union,
and
orSub-Treasurers. It is said that there is
man, employed in a grocery on Myrtle Aven
and entered upon the discharge of the duties
on hand: not enough to last a fortnight.
¡ desire t<
States,
which
may
be
applied
a
whole
army
of
defaulters
among
the
Old
ue, was on Tuesday morning wounded in the ! dered to be printed.
Mr. Woodbury moved to strike out “ twelve of his office.
The new tariff bill, imposes a duty of twensaid to 1Post Masters. Mr. Whittlesey reports not internal improvements, or to
stomach by the bursting of a pen-holder which
,u vdischarging
WOv.,cug.„6 , after the
...j ty per cent, ad valorem on all articlesnow millions,” (the amount of the bill,) and insert
he was loading an<^
aC?. Of the J,
A truckman, in Boston, prosecuted for un less than 3,337 a.s deficient ’. Their delin of debts already contracted
“
six
millions.
”
iasriion
pen, which remain- j free of duty, and raises the duty on articles
i lone.
fashion uf
of aa pistol. The
’
This was advocated by Messrs. Woodbury, mercifully beating his horse, was fined, by quencies vary from $50 to many thousands.
ed in the holder, inflicted the wound, and ’ now paying a less duty than twenty per cent. Calhoun, Wright and Young, and, opposed the Municipal Court, last week, $10 and What an honest set of gentlemen have been works of internal improvement
iQgtheTI
caused 'bis
next morning.— tn
Brook■ to that amount,
the exception
of certain
i.L, death
J—k the
mnrnimrZlrnnfr.
that amount,
with thewith
exception
of certain
increase
the
facilities
tor
render^
in office !—O. & Jour.
by Mr, Evans, who, with his# accustomed costs, making $20 32. As it should be.
Grange
tyn News.
enumerated articles.
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more intelligent, contribute to the prosHlj¡y of the people, by opening new avenues
Voinj. .'^ealth, or lessen the amount of taxes, by
— ‘‘llOlljredemption of debts which must otherGovERNob be paid from the hard earnings of the
Kent . >Ic. It will require some effort on the
TO^ 5
lb® opposition to make it believed
I
l(’1; lOJi the measure is oppressive or injurious to I
B A l{j)^^/í,public interests.
'y'iii*1 notber charge is, the Loan Bill, which is
Y

1^'fER op Iet^ a sc’ietne to create a national debt!
n i vrj, J*1 this bill authorizes a loan of twelve milwhich is to he applied, in part, to the
of lhe debt entailed upon the people by
ast administration !
" nother is, that “Secretary Ewingpropo'Tlietto expend this year $31,358,501 62.”—
II
ktelary Ewing has proposed no such thing.
Ewing states that the excess of expendí. ,n
by the last administration over the current
was $31,310,014 20, absorbing the
n\^lus revenue, the outstanding debts to the
,lb 01 Ji*«pi6ft.:ed States and leaving the Treasury on
" 11 'Vllhhalfs 4th of March last, “exhausted of its
^ ^'onof^nsand subject to heavy and immediate
iessioni8y«l!0li:!lities”—an aggregate of debt and deficit
11 be inorare provided for of over twelve millions tor
1
|>eopy|(present and the ensuing year!
!
treasury^.«other is, that the Secretary tells us that
to (^e will he expended, for the next ten
■ce, am| thos^iths, $2,673,133 68 per month. Why do
classes ofg,? not tell the whole truth ? Of this sum,
lenderj-nn^ifjt^e and a half millions will be required
W'llbeatriiyhe redemption of Treasury notes issued
present üilmia^he last administration and outstanding on
easl,l7 wasnotri^th of March, and of the balance all, exmillions it , about two and a half millions, to meet
rs were wm^'opriations made by the last Congress !
orers on lliepm/hy do not the opposition papers publish
Hmsdueiothei'etary Ewing’s Report, and let their readed—our fottifejudge for themselves ? Why do they
ndiiion-tbe out “extravagance,” “deception” and
much as to re* mbuggery,” and keep the facts and figidition to depts! ‘n l^e dark ? Why, if they are engaged
md thereby retó n honest cause and in stating honest
iey scarce" iinlljis, do they not meet the question like
ss might have itóst men ? Why do they pervert the
(lifficuliies-m'ffe ?—complain that there has been no retneeiing itsnwhment, before an opportunity has been
en measuresiojjided the new administration for entering
—mtg-Jil Im p the work judiciously and understandand military to ?—endeavor to fasten the stigma of
-it was urged faeption” upon the administration, while
?ssity for iinnrrfj are themselves deceiving the people ?—
nt—but ibeprempt to divert the attention of the peohen in lhe msprom their own “ humbuggery,” by crying
fused to rawedmbug,” “ humbug,” as a sin of the ruling
lhey rendered lit ers ? Why do they not away with cant
people will UlfQnt and meet the questions at issue fairid manfully, and let the people know the
ge againstlheaft facts and make up their verdict from
by Congressolli ? Why,—unless they fear that the dei to the heiraoi h would be adverse to their interests and
>as voted one» to strengthen confidence in lhe admin-,
jsident Harrtafion ?
hest office into
~
,
,
.,^-ks in Maine. The abstract of the
j—ho accepledll.cn”
, •
i /^J^y returns of the several Banks in
duties.
/ ...
...
r .
showing the condition of these mv
"
’
on the Saturday preceding the first
.deuce
1841> prepared for pubjica.
it reasons relo A e Xcrelary of State, has been pubigt,e and anwtyc ines y gtate pape|.^
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APPOINTMENTS.
SUMMARY
Retrenchment. We frequently reive
Thacker Hutchings, to be Keeper of the
applications for the number of the Gaite 111
Tornado in Litchfield. A severe tor
which was noticed the reduction in f °®' Light House on Goat Island, Cape Porpoise
nado swept through the town of Litchfield on
ces and amount of compensation in ,s Col Harbor, in place of Tobias Lord, removed. the evening of June 29. It commenced
John Adams, fo be Keeper of the Light blowing at 8 P. M. prostrating barns, sheds,
lection District. As no copies of t* num"
ber remain, we are induced to re-p^*sh ^ie House on Wood Island, in Biddeford, in fences, and damaging orchards, corn, grain,
etc. Six barns were blown down. The
place of Abraham Norwood, removed.
statement:—
blow was accompanied with rain, hail and
There are now only two perancnt ^n'
flashes of lightning. We learn from the Tem
B
urglaries. A wholesale silk and fancy
perance Gazette that a severe blow was also
spectors commissioned in the £trict one
at the Port and one at Wells—»'ose un,te^ dry goods store, No. 9, Merchant Street, Phil experienced in Leeds and Monmouth on
compensation amounts to six un^red dol adelphia, was robbed on Monday night, last Monday of last week. Twenty-nine barns
and one dwelling-house were demolished.
lars, and one occasional In^ctor, whose week, of silk goods to the amount of between One yoke of oxen and one cow were killed.
two
and
three
thousand
dollars.
Six
stores,
compensation depends upon je amount of
Much damage was done to trees and crops.—
actual necessary service perfnie^*
was on Pine Street, were broken open the same Hallowell Cultivator.
before stated that the compe,at’on to l,lsPec* night, and the desks and drawers examined.
Lightning in a Clear Sky. The Balti
tors would not exceed seve hundred dollars The “spoils”did not exceed twelve dollars. more Patriot, in reporting the arrival of the
per annum—this staternehwas ma(le on the
Accident. We learn from the Saco Her schooner Alicia, Capt. Moore, from Havana,
supposition that the servi;S of occasional In ald, that Mr. David Leighton, of Ossipee, em adds the following :—
On the 3d inst. at 3 P. M. off Cape Hatter
spectors might be requir^ to tlje atoount of ployed upon the rail road in the vicinity of
as, was struck with something like lightning,
one hundred dollars,—K it is not probable Saco, was considerably injured on Thursday although there was not a cloud to be seen,
that they will amount ’ one half that sum,
of last week, by the accidental discharge of and a fair S. W. breeze ; it struck the foretop
perhaps not require *e disbursement of a some powder which had been spilled on the mast head and descended the foremast,
shivering both the foremast and foretopmast,
dollar.
ledge where he was at work blasting. His carrying away the topsail yard, tearing to pie
During the last te’years the compensation wounds are not considered dangerous.
ces topsail and foresail, and doing much oth
of Inspectors in thvDistrict has ranged from
er damage. It was considered a most unac
The “ Swamscot House,” in Exeter, was countable occurrence.
sixteen hundred to penty-one hundred dollars
struck by lightning on Friday, last week.
per annum,
The Crops. Information received from
There is but orU Weigher and Guager in The chimney, above the roof, was prostrated, gentlemen who have recently traversed the
the District, whic» offices are united with that and a portion of the slate on the roof torn principal grain districts of New York, con
of Inspector. The fees are regulated by law, off. The damage to the house was inconsid firms the opinion that both in the East and
and depend, ofcourse, upon the amount of erable. A young man passing along the West the crops will be good.—.Veto York
street at the moment, was so much injured Journal of Commerce.
importations.
Ju answer to the enquiry frequently made, by the falling of the chimney, that he died al
Awful effects of Intemperance. A
whether the salary of the Deputy Collector most instantly.
most horrid accident occurred a short time
has been proportionality reduced, we reply—
Lightning. There have been an unusual since in the county of Two Mountains; Lower
it has not. “Nothing from nothing leaves number of thunder storms, accompanied with Canada; a man in a state of intoxication, hav
ing falling into a kettle of boiling potash, and
nothing,” and as that officer never has re much lightning, in Vermont, the present sea been completely dissolved. Search was made
ceived any salary in this district, of course son. Several buildings have been injured for his body, but not the least particle of it
could be found.
there is no room for retrenchment in this par by the electric fluid.
ticular. The Deputy Collector in this Dis
Emigrants. 8897 emigrants have arrived
O'/^’The paper on which the Gazette is in the sheds in Montreal the present season
trict receives no pay from Government for
worked is not of so good quality as we could —Ofwhich 1458 have arrived within the
any services he performs.
wish. We have only a small lot of it, how last twelve days ; about 1900 lbs. of oatmeal
ever, and shall hereafter be supplied with a were, distributed to the destitute m the above
Fires. Three rope-walks in Kensington e5
period.
(Philadelphia) were struck by lightning and betfer article,

COMMERCIAL RECORD.

PROBATE NOTICES

BOSTON, July 17, 1841.
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick,
Molasses—
Coffee—
within and for the County of York, on the fifth
Havana and MatanPorto Rico 10 a 12
day of July, in the year of our Lord
zas, sweet 18« 19
St. Domingo 8| « 9
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon.
16« 16A
do. tart
a
Cuba
9
WILLIAM A. HAYE'S, Judge of said
Java
12 a 12| Guadaloupe — a —
Court :
Porto Rico 25 a 28
Feathers—
AMUEL LANGTON, nnmed Executor
Martinique — a —
Russia Geese
in a certain instrument purporting to be
10 Plaster, ton, 2240 lb—
1st quality
------ «2 25
the last will and testament of Hannah Langton,
2d
do.
20 Provisions—
late of Lebanon, in said county, deceased,
3d
do.
Beef, m. 10 00 « 10 50 having presented the same for probate :
Live Geese, South
Nol
8
50«
8
75
37 « 45
ORDERED — That the said Executor
Prime 625« 6 50
Fish —
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Pork,nbrth
’
n
&
west
’
n
'
Cod,G B’k 2 12 «2 25
ing a copy of this order to be published, three
Ex. cl’r 14 00 a-------- «-----Bay
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
1300«
13
50
Clear
1
00
«
1
50
Haddock
10 75« 11 00 zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
Mess
Pollock
appear at a Probate Court to be held
8 75« 9 00 may...
1 00 a 1 50 Prime
Hake
40 at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
Point’s, bu 35 «
Mackerel
---- a----- Rice, lb—• 3^ «
3| Monday ol August next, at ten of the clock
No 1
---- a----- Spices —
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
No 2
Cassia,mats 25 a 28 have, why the said instrument should not be
---- a----No 3»
27 a 28 proved, approved and allowed as the last will
22 « 23 Cloves
Salmon
Herring,box 18 a 28 Ginger.g’nd 5i a 6 and testament of the said deceased.
Nutmegs 65 a 75
Flour—
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
6^« 7
Pepper
Phil’phia - —«----A true copy,—Attest,
•— «
Balt, H. st 5 87 «6 00 Pimento
John Skeele, Register.
Gen,essee 5 75 « 5 87 Sugar—
July 17._____________________________
Hav. white 9 a 10
Alexandria 5 62«----do brown U«.
Al a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
Furs —
Poito Rico 5¿ «
Red Fox skin
andfor the County of York, on the seventh
1 12« 1 25 N. Orleans 5¿ a 7
day of June, in the year of our Lord
Refin
’
d
L
’
f
“300« 4 00
Cross
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon.
“ Lump 13 a
Silver “ 5 00« 1500
VVM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
T
ar
,
bbl
—
“200« 600
Otter
UCY LITTLEFIED, guardian of Eli
Wilm
’
gton
1
75
«2
00
50
“ 12«
Mink
za Ann Littlefield,a minor and child
“ — « 1 25 Tea. lb—
Sable
! of William Littlefield, late of Kennebunk, de
“ 50 a 4 50 Gunpowder 70 a 80
Bear
70 a 80 ceased, having presented her first account of
Fisher “200« 2.50 Imperial
70« 85 guardianship of said minor, for allowance :
40 Hyson
Wildcat “ 20«
55 a 75
10 Y. Hyson
ORDERED — That the said Guardian
Muskrat“ 5«
Beaver “200« 5 00 Hyson Skin — a
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
50 a
40 Souchong
Racoon “ 17«
ing a copy of this order to be puhlisheiHhree
Wool.—
Grindstones, ton
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
17 00 «20 00 Sax and Merino fl ee zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
47 « 50
Hav, pr2000 lb—
45 a 47 appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
East, sc’d 13 00 «14 00 Full blood
40 a 42 nebunk, in said county, on the first Mon
I “
Hops, lb—
36 « 38 day of August next, at ten of the clock in
1st sort,’40 12«
à “
33 a 35 the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
12
2d “
10«
à “
Lambs super 40 «
have, why the same should not be allow
Seeds, bushel —
No I
36 a 38 ed.
H’ds Grass — a
25
«
No
2
27
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Clover,N.lb — «
18 « 20
No 3
A true copy—Attest,
Lime, cask —
Spinning
—
«
John Skeele, Register.
80
Thomaston 75«

S

L

July 8.

SHERIFF’S

SALE.

An Unhealthy City. Houston, Texas,
York ss.—June 26, 1841.
York, ss.- June 26, 1841.
which was settled five years ago, has now
Y virtue of an Execution in my hands
Y virtue ot an execution in my hands for
four thousand inhabitants; and within the
for collection against John Wentworth
collection against James Lord, Jun
same period, there have been six thousand bu
of Lebanon, in said County of York, yeoman, ior, ot Berwick, in said county of York,
rials ! An average of nearly four every day I have taken on execution and shall sell at
yeoman, I have taken on execution, and shall
in the year.
Public Vendue, at lhe store of Oliver Wors- sell at PUBLIC VENDNE, at the store of
ter,
in
Berwick,
in
said
County
of
York,
on
NOMINATIONS
Sun Stroke. An eminent physician in
Parks & Harris in Berwick aforesaid, on
BY THE PRESIDENT—MADE JULY 16.
New Orleans avers his belief, that sun stroke SATURDAY, the seventh day of August Saturday, the 7th day of August next, at
next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, all the
Edward Everett of Massachusetts, Minister kills by apoplexy of the lungs, and not of the estate, right, title and interest which the said two o’clock in the afternoon, all lhe estate,
brain; in which opinion he has been confirm
right, title and interest, which lhe said James
( England.
to
ed by every dissection he has made within John Wentworth has by virtue of a contract Lord, Junior, has by virtue of a contract in
in writing, to redeem, or to the conveyance, writing, to a conveyance of the following de
C. S. Todd of Kentucky, Minister to Rus the last two years.
of the following described real,estate, viz. a
,
sia.
Railroad Dividends. Lowell 4 per cent; certain tract or parcel of Land, situate in Leb scribed real estate, with the buildings »here
Daniel Jennifer of Maryland, Minister to Nashua and Lowell 4; Taunton Branch 34 ; anon, aforesaid, with lhe buildings thereon, on, viz :—A certain tract or parcel of land
Worcester 3 ; New Bedford 3; Providence and bounded southerly and westerly by land situate in said Berwick and bounded as fol
Austria.
lows—Easterly by the road leading from
3;
Eastern 3; Boston and Portland 2£.
of Samuel Kenney ; northerly by lan<J of Great Faffs to Little River Falls in Lebanon ;
Washington Barrow of Mississippi, Charge
More than a million of passengers have Theodore Lytnan ; easterly by the road lead Southerly by land of James GoweB ; West
to Portugal.
been
carried on the Eastern Railroad, since ing from Palmer’s Mills, so called, to Legro’s erly by land of Moses Clements, a»d North
Mr. Boulware of Virginia, Charge to Na
its opening, and the only accident which has Corner, containing one hundred acres, more erly by land of John Gowell, containing sev
ples.
happened to any of them, was in the case of or less, and is the same farm on which said enty acres, more or less.—Also, one other
Mr. Pendleton of Virginia, Charge to Chili. Hon. Mr. Saltonstall, whose arm was a little Wentworth now lives.
tract or parcel of land, situate in said Ber
Conditions, etc, at sale.
wick, being a part of lot nwmbered two, h*
Mr. Baber of Georgia, Charge to Sardinia. bruised a few months ago, in consequence of
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Stiff.
the sixth range in Berwick commons, so call
Mr. Calhoun of Georgia, Consul/o Havana. the door of a baggage car being left open as
Berwick, July 24.
3w
the train was entering the depot on the oppo
ed, and bounded as follows, viz : beginning
site track.—Newburyport Herald.
at the South East of twenty-nine acres and
~
JVO
TICJE.
Strange Disclosures. Seale, the burg
The Collector of Boston has appointed
AME into the enclosure of the subscri one quarter of an acre of land lately belong
lar, was brought up on Saturday afternoon
ber, on Monday, July 19, a chesnut ing to William Guptill, &d, deceased, on ther
Early History of New England. By for sentence, but a motion was made by bis new inspectors at Hingham and Cohasset,
North by part of said lot, on the interest line,
colored
MARE, with a white stripe in the
and
with
the
consent
of
the
Secretary
of
the
counsel,
Franklin
Dexter,
Esq.
for
a
post

Rev. Henry White. This volume is designed
so called, and running from thence Souther
Treasury,
reduced
the
compensation
of
the
face,
dark
mane
and
tail,
and
white
legs
—
ap
to present, in a portable and cheap form, ponement till the next term, as he had made
ly on said interest line, thirty-five rod's, thence
important disclosures respecting a robbery first named office from 800 to 500 dollars and patently about eight years old. The owner South sixty-four and one-half degrees, West
many of the most interesting incidents con committed in October last, in Philadelphia, of the last from 500 to 400 dollars.
is requested to prove property, pay charges
one hundred and sixty rods to the Westerly
nected with the early history of New Eng in the store of Mr. E. P. Lescure, and it was
An English captain hailed an .American and take her a wav.THOMAS CURRIER.
range line of said lot, thence Northerly on
desirable
to
make
use
of
the
testimony
of
land, and which are now inaccessible to a
vessel, and asked what she was laden with.
said range line thirty-nine rods, to the South
Kennebunk-port, July 19.
3w
y to lhe seat o
1Nation subjoined to the Abstract: majority of readers, scattered as they are Seale in that city. It was farther stated that The master wishing to set off bis cargo to
West corner of said twenty-nine acre lot,
int devolved
hie$3 514,000 00 through many volumes, of which a consider it appeared probable Mr. Blaney, the high the greatest ad vantage, answered with a flour
thence North sixty-five degrees east, by said
JB.1R
K
JVTJE
constable
of
Philadelphia,
was
implicated
in
•e the procuring taw? ess
1,422,513 00
ish of Bostonian rhetoric, ‘Fruits and tim
lot one hundred and sixty rods to the point
ASH will be paid for one hundred cords begun, containing thirty-seven acres.
i ,fotail^M)Ver Hand,
163,19527able portion have now become rare works. one or more robberies, which might be shown ber!’ The fact is, the cargo consisted of po
erminatedsolalay
gpther Banks.
72,44282The object »is certainly a commendable one, by the testimony of Seale.
of BARK, at the Tannery formerly
tatoes and BROOMSTICKS.
Conditions, &c. at sale.
■ uDistances oillie. Sd. elc, not bearing interest, 606,331 64 and the compiler seems to have been fortunate
The Judge refused to postpone the sen
owned by D. W. Lord & Co.
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sb’fl)
heAn>®..^J^bea™g¡"te,eSt’
*17'777 71
The Temperance Procession at Albany
tence, and after hearing an ingenious argu
DANIEL SMITH & Co.
Berwick, July 1,1841,
in his selections, giving to his volume variety, ment by George W. Phillips, Esq., in mitiga numbered 2000 persons, of which about 1000
Kennebunk-port,
July
24.
3w
$5.896.5260 44
nth’s salary paid!’! amount due from the Banks,
SHERIFF’S SALE.
232,461 52 interest and a moral tone. We are always tion of punishment, he sentenced the prison were connected with the Catholic Total Ab
NEW ARRANGEMENT.
.Cl have bee. FS^e,c'i,!B’nks’
193,443 23 glad to see cheap and well compiled historical er to five days’ solitary confinement, and ten stinence Society of St. Mary’s Church. The
rip AKEN on execution, anti will
T
will
be
seen
by
a
notice
on
the
first
page
Rev.
Mr.
Schneller
has
within
a
year
obtain

years
hard
labor
in
the
State
Prison,
for
rob

95,626 76
ave been pa®oi Banks in this State,
York, ss....
l)e so||1
PUBL1C AUC_
35,105 95 works in the market—they cannot be purcha bing the store of Davis, Palmer & Co., also ed more than 2500 signatures to the pledge.
and the leading editorial article, that a new
i „.„'.nrtihHjf Banks elsewhere,
p beCOiniDj Iices<jue from other Banks,
365,973 48 sed too extensively or read without profit. to five days solitary and five years hard labor
arrangement has been made in reference toT1ON, on Tuesday, the 10th day of August,
than the Repico the Banks, Excepting balances, 4,973,649 50 The price of the volume under consideration for robbing the office of Gilbert & Sons; in
the publication of this paper. Such an ar A. D. 1841, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, aK
HYMENEAL.
rangement has long been in contemplation the store of Clark & Marshall, in York, all
eople ? Wells
resources of the Banks, $5,896,260 44 is one dollar, and it is sold we are informed all ten days solitary, and fifteen years hard
by the subscriber. He is induced to make it the right in equity which Samuel Stone, Jr.,
labor.
—
Bost
on
Transcript.
of
11Fintiroval
I " I» »
a w ar ir-^.' v-e * T T—n
A
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr. Augustine Little
by subscription only.
of said York, has to redeem certain real es
DIVIDENDS,
c .. &c
.
.
, .
D
1 V 1 U
LN U O , & O
„
field of this town, to Miss Abigail F. Scainman by ill-health, which renders it desirable tate situate in said York, together with the
ayers III theto®in^ of]ast semi-annual Dividend,
;$118,24166
’ ‘ ‘ ■,
that
he
should
relieve
himself
from
a
O
rdination
.
On
Wednesday
last,
Mr.
of S.
Musical Publications. “The World of
111,012 21
buildings thereon standing, containing about
rs are welcoW«1 of reserved profits, t t t
In North-Berwick, 27th ult. Mr. James M. portion of the burthen of carrying on the es
28,985 29 Music” is the title of a semi-monthly paper,— John L. Ashby was ordained as Pastor over
. . ?.due and considered as doubtful,
the 1st Congregational Church of York, Me. Woodsom of Berwick, to Miss Harriet Hall of tablishment, and by his anxiety to adjust his twelve acres, more or less, and adjoining
270,755 00
•aise from
61^;e rn^culation under $5,
old accounts. Having been in business ma lands of Chas. Moody, John Kingsbury and
8 pages, quarto—published at Bellows Falls, The order of exercises was as follows :—In North-Berwick.
■Re is, that it ttuior, be
an<1 Direclors
320,511 10 Vt. and edited by J. W. Moore. It is, as its troductory Prayer and, reading of the Scrip
In Alfred, Mr. Nathaniel Farnum, jr,, to Miss ny years, he has a large number of unadjust heirs of Robert R. Moody, being the same
proceeds
Ciiarge evident and Directors
Martha Ann Kimball.
ed accounts, a considerable portion of which whereon he now lives, rhe same having been
34 title indicates, devoted entirely to the publi tures by Rev. Mr. Kimball of Kittery ; Prayer
In the Monumental Church, Richmond, Va. are of long standing. As, so far as concerns attached on the original writ.
The above
ng the seve«dis&®
■ j. J^Ljders pnncipa!s, 305,611
by
Rev.
Mr.
Kimball
of
Eliot
;
Sermon
by
335,325 38 cation of Music, chiefly original. Terms one
inst. by Rev. Mr. Norwood, James Brooks, the newspaper establishment, new books will property is mortgaged to Solomon Brooks of
Rev. Mr. Holt of Portsmouth ; Ordaining 10th
rCo
tholi.oiwfatnrp.
the Legislature, ilthe surrender dollar per annum.—The Sacred Minstrel, is Prayer by Rev. Mr. Walker of Wells ; Charge Esq. of New-York, to Mrs. Mary L. Randolph of be opened from this date, he would be happy said York, to secure the payment of $50 and
Wilton, on James River.
; topic 0l ,
f ___r:
_______
Q
hthiF. empfeque
Washington
County Bank was
to have the old ones settled with as little de interest, by Deed, dated December 28, 1838,
»«L .
•»•
IVI
1 1 PzlI • and
a nrl of
nF the
ihft Lai .a- the title of a monthly publication of Church to the Pastor by Rev. Mr. Colburn of Wells ;
ss for yeo’Ch
fp^ct May
1,1841;
lay as possible. Such as may find it conven and recorded on the 11 th page of the 164th
Right
Hand
of
Fellowship
by
Rev.
Mr.
Stone
aKeeneci uc#t. 10*1.
music, published at the same place and under
OBITUARY.
ient to pay the balances due will oblige him Book of York Ceunty Registry of Deeds.
of York ; Address to the People by Rev. Mr.
in are almost
H.tbe Citizens’, Globe and Frankfort
N. G. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ff.
the supervision of the same editor. It is Walker of Wells.—Portemouifc Jour.
DIED—-In Kennebunk-port, 10th inst. Mrs. by so doing, and those to whom it would be
s been pro]’j confif de’J ^^rch 29, ¡841.
York, June 29, 1841.____________
printed in the usual form of Singing Books,
Sarah, wife of Mr. Jacob Merrill, aged 68 years. inconvenient to pay at present can “ balance
n- to cede t1 haV^ sa^,L Road- Theannual meet*
Drowned, in Little River, inWells, on Thurs by note.” It is not his wish to urge immedi
Keeping Ice. The following, from the
and each number contains sixteen pages. One
SfiSESSIFF’S SALE.
several Slates
^holders of the Eastern Rail dollar per annum. The mechanical execu Kentucky Farmer, is an excellent recipe for day night last, Mr. George Clark, aged 23 ate payment, but simply to make a settlement v
ffflA KEN on execution, and will
years.
of
his
books.
—
Newspaper
and
advertising
keeping ice
“ We take, at sunrise, from the
1, etc, etc. *
lhe 12th inst. From the
York, ss.... J, be soJ(1 at pUBLICK VENtion of the specimens before us is very neat. ice-house, as much ice as will probably be
In Buxton, 8th, Mrs. Fanny, relict of the late bills, up to this date, will be made out as soon
inds were c^ wself;
presented, it appears that We are not sufficiently skilled in the “ musi- wanted through the day, and cover it up in Mr. William Nute, aged 35 years.
as practicable and forwarded to those indebt DUE, on Saturday, the 3lst day of July
In Limerick, (drowned while bathing in a
next, at 2 o’clock P. M., at the store of Clark
old thirteen .., s^«he Sf tssengers transported on the
J. K. REMICH.
1 cal art” to enable us to form any opinion as some saw dust placed in a barrel which sits Pond near the village,) 9lh inst. Albion Perry, ed.
fc Marshall, in said county, all the right in eN.
B.
Country
Produce
will
be
received,
waste lant ^ tha^y l ’l0|e Or part of its length,
si
in
the
dairy
house.
At
night,
the
size
of
any
’ i, since
third son of Daniel Perry, Esq. aged 20 years.
to the merits of the work. Specimens may
quity that Frederick B. Quimby of said York,
as
heretofore,
in
payment
for
the
Gazette,
given
lump
is
scarce
perceptibly
diminished.
cession bein^,, pro&venugust
prosvon___ _ oq
l« 1st ult.
In Biddeford, 10th inst. Mr. Josiah Patterson.
28, iqqo
1838, ♦«.
to »the
had on the 2d day of May, A. D. 1840, (tbei
be seen at the Bookstore.
It is a perfect charm. Away with your half
Drowned, on Sunday 11th inst, in the flume of from those to whom it is more convenient so day when the same was attached on mesne
802. Ihey* ¡ngy da)32,05t. The increase of travto
pay.
ton of lumber, charcoal and zinc, with which the Bog Mill, Gooch Island, Biddeford, Joseph,
process,) of redeeming a certain mortgaged
t they sliou • to.rarro\3rnej consequent upon the ex- “The Monitorial Reader, designed forthe you are humbugged under the name of “re eldest son of Mr. Samuel Spencer, aged 11 years.
The terms remain the same as before.
real estate, lying rn said York, being the farm
use
of
Academies
and
Schools,
and
as
a
In
Tuftonborough,
N.
H.
20th
May,
Joseph
W
.,
Gazette Office, July 12,1841.
and benefit o
hor-e roa(j} jias fully met the anticifrigerator.”
whereon the said Frederick B. Quimby now
son of Mr. Nathaniel Caverly, aged 4 years.
Monitor to youth, holding up to their view
dged the nat1^ he j|je Directors. During the first
DRUGS,
MEDICINES,
&c. dwells, containing about eighty acres, togeth
models whereby to form their own character J1
A
very
spirited
meeting
of
“
Democrats,
”
>r the commo ;srap^pthe ^ear
when the road
er with the buildings thereon
said proper
By Daniel Adams, M. D. Concord, publish friends of the late Administration, was held
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SHIP NEWS
ty is mortgaged to- Solomon Brooks, Esq. to»
’he remainder .^7
lo jpswic|1j tfce gross receipts
ed by Roby, Kimball & Merrill. 288 pages in Philadelphia on Wednesday night last,
J9r. JE. C. Drew
secure the payment ot $200 and interest from
KENNEBUNK, JULY 24, 1841.
duodecimo.
who formally put the Hon. Lewis Cass in
, of Lotiisiam
. airs were $64,507 22—total expenAS just received, and offers for sale, ia February 9,1839, as may lie seen by his deed,
This book is designed for a reading book, nomination for the Presidency. Thus has
• by the w^°’£^ne(j ^5. In the corresponding months
good assortment of
recorded on the 266th page of the 163rd Book
ARRIVED.
Pennsylvania already put in nomination three
July 17—Schs. Moro, Mitchell, Boston.
of York County Registry of Deeds.
Drugs, •Medicines,,
Hitherto the
arnt year, the gross receipts have for the higher classes in our schools. It is military gentlemen for that distinguished post,
N. G. MARSHALL? Dep’y Sh’ff.
—AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN —
these lands ^'asha ofiO 02—total expenses $56,349 55. embellished with cuts. The Reader is unique viz. Cass, Scott and Stewart.—JV. Y. Jour of Martha, Crediford, do.
22—brig Packet, Ward, do.
York, June 29,1841,______ _____ _
Apothecaries
’
1
Shops
\
ng of the o^xecute 'increase of receipts of $45,792- in its character. We like the plan and the Com.
Sch. Stoic, Wormwood, do.
SAILED.
selections,
which
must,
if
properly
read,
have
(t/^A
share
of
public
patronage
is
respect

Settle
up •flfccounts,
lt is no longreedy crease of expenditures of $16,July 17—Schs. Stoic, Wormwood, Boston.
fully
solicited.
ITH
the
subscriber,
who contemplates
an
excellent
moral
tendency.
Those
interest

T
he
H
oney
M
oon
.
A
fellow
down
East
¡t is now proound ofr t^e past year the dividends deSuperior, Emery, do.
Kennebunk-port, July 5,1841.
discontinuing his business in, and
19—Schs. Nile, Ward, do.
>nt shall still if any d^een sjx per cent, on the stock ed in the subject of education should give it got married to an old woman, who might be,
moving from, this town ;—therefore, all per
in point o,fage, his grandmother. The people
Salome, Robinson, do.
JOB PRIWTIliCU
resource, and ay bre^ug accumulated of $13,364 26. an examination.
sons who have accounts with him, are res
of the town seemed to doubt that the match
Superior, Emery, do.
-------- ooo--------pectfully requested to call and make immedi
MEMORANDA.
des of the
is believed, will be completed to
The Philadelphia North American says was made in heaven, and resolved to evince
HE subscriber will hereafter devote his ate payment or settlement.
Ar. at Boston, 14th, brig Packet, (of this port)
their displeasure at it. To lynch the bride
several S,at'a^
early period next year. An
attention
almost
exclusively
to
Job
1 *
ENOCH COUSENS.
umbrellas were first used in that city in 1771. groom was contrary to their religious princi Ward, Charleston ; 16th, ship Lucy, (of this port)
Printing. Having a great variety of
i federal P°Puje . butae of Rails between Lynn and They were clumsy, awkward affairs, made of ples, so they covered him over with a coat of Murphy, Liverpool, 6th ult.
Kennebunk, July 7,1841.
Sid. from Liverpool, 20th ult. Abbott Lord. JOB & ORNAMENTALTYPE,
id 1st of Jub oops ^en determined upon. The capoiled linen and rattan sticks. They were molasses thickened with flour. The great be Nowell, Boston ; 24th, Marcia Cleaves, Thomp
& c . &■ c .
ie in force ’
tfte Company has been increased much ridiculed in the public journals of the daubed said he had often heard of the honey son,
New-York.
he
is
prepared
to
execute Books, Pamphlets,
moon, but this was the first time he ever knew
of
war. Its el jgr was ;ion of 2228 shares,
Ar. at New-Orleans, 7th, Zotoff, Merrill, Mar Blanks, Show-bills, Cards, &e. &c. at short
day.
molasses to be substituted.
UST published,in one large 8 vo. volume,
be disposal ^sire t< —- ------- -------------seilles.
notice and in lhe neatest manner. Orders
Cid. at Havana, 30th ult. barque Diantha, Sho- are respectfully solicited.
well bound. Price $2,50 each. For
0^*We are indebted to the editors of the
y be applied jjj f0 )jpg were purchased at auction, in
It is estimated that at least 60,000 persons rey, Apalachicola.
sale by
D. REMICH.
JAMES K. REMICH.
ients, or to thf the 5a) recently, by gentlemen from Boston Atlas for an Extra containing the are lying in the prisons of the United States
Ar. at Boston, 20th, sch. Nile, Ward, hence.
Kennebunk, July 17,1841.
Kennebunk,
July
17,1841.
iCld.
brig
Packet,
Ward,
for
this
port.
for
debt
r contracted me.
for whalers.
Foreign news brought by the Caledonia.

improvement j the
des ¡or rendediange

consumed on the night of the 5th inst. Lossi
estimated at between thirty and forty thous
and dollars, on which about twenty thousand
dolls, were insured.—A fire broke out, recent
ly, in Waterford, N. Y. which raged with the
greatest fury for three hours and consumed
nearly the whole of the business part of the
town, including a Bank, Church, Academy,
Hotel,nearly every store in the place and about
fifty dwelling-houses, making a total of sev
enty or eighty buildings, which were among
the most valuable in the town. The whole
loss is eslimated at one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars. One man was so seriously
injured as to render it doubtful whether he
can recover. The fire originated in a small
building used for storing lime. Waterford
is an old, but a beautiful village, situated about
six miles north of Troy.—A Bell Factory was
burnt, at Huntsville, Ala. on the 2d inst. Loss
estimated at from thirty to forty thousand
dollars.

Mr. Hawkins delivered addresses on tem
perance at Bangor, Stillwater and Oldtown,
[
last week. Many in each place signed the
pledge.
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rip H E V E G ET^ B L E P U L M ONA RY B A LF R I ENDS H1P .
milE.subscriber continues to manufacture Trussesof JiL SAM is believed to be deservedly the most,
There is a plant that never dies :
-®- every desc.ripiion, at his residence, at the old stand popular Medicine ever known in Ainerica, for
oppositejliM, No. 3.Q5. Washington St., Boston, (en coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption,
•’Tis not of Earth but Heaven ;
trance in I’einple Avenue—up stairs ) All individu whoop ing con gh, and Pultnor»ary affections of
’Tis tinged with pure celestial dyes.
als can see him alone, at any time at thb above place. every kind.
Fiav’hig had t wehfy years’ experience, he lias afibrdIts odors wafted to the. skies
The Vegetable Pultnc nary Balsam has been
ed reliel io three thousand persons, i'»r the Iasi live
By breeze or tempest driven.
years’. AII may rest assured of relief who call- and try very e xtefrsive ly used f n- abe ut twelve years ;
’Tis not a tender^ fragile, thing,
Trusses of his manufacture. He is now confident he and its reputai on has betHj con stantly increasing.
¡can give every individual rcjltef who may call on.-him. So UI) ¡verbally popular has th is article become
It strengthens with the storm,
O'* The public are cautioned against the many that it may noi V .be const dered as a standard artiAnd ’midst the dreary waste it stands
quacks who promise what they cannot perform.
cle in
■»art of the Unite¡d States and BritHaving worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or is 1» Pr evinces. Many fa mi lies keep it constantly
A soul inspiring fi>rm,
less, that have been offered to the public for the last by the
m, const deriiig it the. rrlost safe as well as
Thine, Friendship, thine!
• twenty years, from differciit patent manufactories, and
Tor the
above complaints. The
ta in
now continues to Wear those of his own manufacture, :-- r—
*;......-¡niedy
—j ------ -----receiving
There is a flarhe that’s ever bright;
he is notable to decide, after examining the rupture, proprietors have received, and are -----what soft of Truss is best to adapt to a II the cases that { numerous recommendations from many of our
Enkindled on a holy shrine,
•occur ;.and he has on hand as good 'i’russes, and will best Physicians, who make use of it in their pracIt burns, a sacred, steady light;
furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere. ■ tice. The names of a few individuals who have
Amid, the gloom of Time’s dark night,
Any person who purchases, a Truss at this establish- i !r-lven t|lfe|r testimony in favor of this article are
n(VK'’lt’.Ciin,piC!!ai,se lu,,,llheX-are «eH j here subjoined, and for a more full account see
11 seem^ a 1 ight. d iy i n e.
suited, withoutraddilioual ,charge.
’Tisnot.a transient, sickly,-flame,
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different J the envelope to the bottle,
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct. Samuel Morrill,
. A meteor of the air :
“ Timothy Baylies.
“ Truman Aboil,
.kinds similar to those that thè late Mr. John Beati», of
It glows through Time and past the graife, this city, formerl.v’:made, and all others advertised in
“ Jere. Ellsworth,,
“ Thomas Brown,
William Periy,
“ Albert,Guild.
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss,
It lives for eVer there.
with spring pads; Trusses . without steel springs-AN INTERESTING CASE.
Thine, Friendship, thine.
these give relief in all cases, of rupture; and a large Extract of a letter from Mr/C. S. Clay, Kingston,
portion, produce a; perfect cure—they can be worn day
Ulster County,'N. Y.-, to the proprietors :
and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbiiiCHOICE OF A WIFE.
Yours of the 9th inst. wits duly received. A
ca-l spring Trusses, made in four different ways ; Trus remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable
I ask not beauty—fti’s a gleam
ses with ball and socket ioints; l'russés for Prolap-•
.
.. -,
SUS Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with Pulmonary Balsam, tn the .Winter and Spring of
■That tints the morning sky ;
a descenl of the rectum can ride on horseback with 1835. The person,
person. Mr.
Mr Moody,
Mnody. had been sick
sink a
I ask not learning—’tis a stream
perfect »ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes I long time with the consumption. His physician
Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which- have answered had
' ’ given
’
him up. He was reduced so .low as to
That glides unheeded by.
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory be unable to help himself, and was raising a
Trusses,
knee
caps
and
back-boards
are
always
large
quantity
of blood, when he commenced
J ask not wit—’tis but a flash
kept on hand. As a matter <>f convenience, and.not of using the Balsaqi, which effected a complete cute
That oft blinds reason’s eye ;
.speculation, the yndérsigned will keep on hand the fol and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was.
lowing kinds from other manpfaêloriës, which they can
1 ask not gold—’tis glittpring trash
■have if his does not’suit them ; after a fair trial, they Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he
That causes man to.sigb.
can’exchange for any of them : — Dr. Hull’s; Read’s has promised me a more detailed account of his
spiral Truss ; Rendell’s do. ; Salmon’s ball and socket ; case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
I.ask ¿food sense, a taste refined,
Sherman’s • patent ; French do. ; ¿Marsh’s improved
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
Truss ; Bateman’s do., double and single ; Slone/s
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
Candor with prudepcc -blended,
Frussps,; —also,Trusses for children, of a|l, sizes.
In the winter of 1837 and .18'38, 1 was seized
A feding heart, n vir.tuou$ mind,
A iiy kind of Trusses repaired al short notice, and with a violent cough which continued two or
made as good as whet»’ new.
, :With mddesty;attended.'
\
three rnonths. My cough was so severe that I
-Ò’Ladjes wishing for any of tlieèeInstruments, will
be waited upon by,Mts< Foster, al the above place; was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
Mrs. F. lias been engaged in the above business for during the night, and 1 was much reduced in
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One
lent-yeaYs/*
<
■’
9«
'
The subscribermakes and keeps on hand steeled of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable
The Dog and iiis Master; The fol~ shoes, for de formed and crooked feet, and is doing this Pulmonary Balsam, which he, would not sell.
e\iery week for children and.infants, in this, city, atjd He howeyer loaned it to me till I could procuré
lowin^’story by ILdgg, is irresistible,: — from opt of the city. -¡Specimens of his workmanship him
another. I experienced immediate relief
‘ It s a. good sig'n.pf a,clog when his face inpy bp. seen at the manufactory.
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured
He
likewise
informs
individuals
lie
will
not
make
grows like his master’s. It’s a proof hefs I hëfir^cômpfa'ints known 'to any óne*. except w;hen‘ he is more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres
JAMES W. LENÔX.
aye-glowering^ up in. his master’s een, to permitted ttgrefer ihems-^ii'teitfg a misfortune, a-nd ervation of my life.
Dec., 17, 1838. ,,
;
, . ; , .
discover vdifo he’s' thinking eh; and then voung persons do not want their cases known.
JAMES FREDERICK -FOSTER:
without a word of yvavfe, o’ command, ip .Bpp.lop, March, 1844.
CrtUNTERFEITS,
BEMAHt
OF
IMPOSITION
!
’ 1
‘
? s
be off to e-wente ’the- will o’ hife’silent
Each genuine bottle is erifelosed in a blue
Certi fixate from Dr. VVarrej?.,
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson
whether it be- to wear slfeep, of
Boston, Jah. 7, Ï83&.
run dooil'dfeef.
Hector gpt^ab like me? Havifig’had occasion to observe, thbt* sornb persons' Reed. NONE OTH ER CAN BE? GENU
INE.
.
afer’ he ' deed, that .1 remember when ! affl-ieted' with Hernia ha-ve suffered müctù from ? the- TTThe outside Yellow Label will have, on
wan,
t
of
a,
skills
I
-.workman
in
.accommbdating
I
Trusses
.
was qwre..lazy to gqng to' (he kirk, 1 used to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to and after Di?cember 1839, iri addition to that of
tosso.i}d him to feke my place.in the pew.; inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F.. Foster/o Sampson Reed/the signature of Wm. John Cutd
, One.of his partners.
:\nd..Lhe .minister, keuat mie differance. In supply 'the dVfebehéy ócéasiéjied by the; death of Mr. ler
The great celebrity of the:Vegetable Pulmo
Beath, After soifie foorffhk’of obsérvatiôn offris work;
deed. hd-anc©Iasked me, next day, what I I am satisfies that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with nary Balsam has been the qause for altera pt? to
tbocht ■ o’ the ;serm!dh ; for hec saw me thje.ipanuf^clure of these instrument,,and? ingenious in introduce spurious articles, which by. partially
them to the variety.of c^sps which, oe- assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula
wonderfu1 d.tienlive/afoohg a rather sleepy accofemodpting
èiir; f feel myself called upon to recommend him to
(ferigr^atiofe . llqcj’pr‘and me gied'gne my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among
these mixtures are- the : “ American Pulmonary
amUier sic a look 1 and 1 was feared Mr. son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these Balsam,” i( Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr
iinftqrlayi articles.
'
John C. Warrén.. ■
Paton would have, observed it, but he was;
up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com?
1 hereby certify that 1 have, for several.years past, pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur
a simple, pi-imitiv, unsuspectin’ auld man,
in the use of’Mr.’ Foster’s T.i’u^s for Inguinal Her chasers should enquire for the true article by its
a vm-y Nathaniel without guile, and: he' been
nia, and find it to ansWerfcvfrrydesirable purpose, and whole namo-THE VEGETABLE PULMO
jeaiouscd neathing, tho’ bo(h Hector and consider it for préferable to any other which 1 have em- NARY BALSA Mj and see that it has..the marks
.
. J ab|es Thatcher, M. D.
me,was like fo Split;' and the ‘dog,'after ploy.^d. ,
and signatures of .the genuine.
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1039.
Each bottle and seaj is stamped “Vegetable
laughin’ in his sleeve for majr than a hun
Pulmonary Balsam.”
dred yards, could stand jt-.np longer, but
Boston, March 10, 1840f
(EPOne more Counterfeit, besides the
I herebyfeeririy, that 1 hâve* known Mr. James F.
bhli^pd to loup . a-way>Qwr.e a hedge Foster,
severahyêars last past, and have frequently, em “ American Ptflmonary Balsam,” and others
into a potato, field, pretending to have ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other above alluded to !—^.n attempt has been made to
apparatus for my.pafienls, andfraJte sjways found him deceive the public' by a spiirious mixture called
scented partridges^’ '■ •
' • '
ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion “• Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes
for which I have eibployed him.
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
■■•i4iSOsfeW TQ TiFE Last.’ An old man
< John rIndaée; M. D.
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
map in Bahgor, Me. The name is written in
about to bid a last adieu to earth, had his
Individuals can have the Trusses sent to them byany
frienils called aroupd him, when he was of the packets, or vessels by writing the subscriber, a way th resemble the genuine signature, and is
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and
desfeed by his wife to tell ivhat debts were (James'F. Foster) 305 Washington sti Boston!
avoid the punishment that awaits.actual forgery.
owing'to! itim. ‘ Th®’’6'3------ owes me five
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER,
€ofintnissioncrs')
■ (late
Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs,
shillings for mutton.’ ‘ Oh 1’ intefjectfed
'■
-——-odd-—i-----Medicines,
Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat
the delighted helpmiitc,’ 6 to see a man at
E having been appointed by the Judge ham Street, Boston, arid by Druggists and coun
this time o’dn’y, and just' gaun (o' close fits
of Probate, for the county of York, try' merchants generally in New England, and in
to receive and examine the claims of the the
sevprincipal

la^t aeoount, hae the use.o’ his faculties—
places’throughout the United States
jiisf say dwa, James.’ ‘Ay, an’------ ten eral creditors of
and.British Provinces. ■ Price 50 cents.

■JVotice»

W

shillings for beef.’
‘ What a pleasant
thing.to He.a wm .deferti’ sensible to the
las !—ony mair—but/ not fo distress ydurs'feb V ‘ An’..------ a crown for a . cow’s
hide ?
1 Ay,’ quoth the wife, ‘sensible
"fe^eel, J .a fixes, what wasfeye wasgaun
to say ?’ ‘ Nae mair,.’' quoth James,/ but
I’m awp Jpck Tamson two pound in balapee o’ a cqw !’ ‘ Hoot,. toot,’ quoth t he
\vife, ‘ he^s ravin’ noo; he- just ravin’—
dinna mind any mair (hat hfe says.’
A Parliaméntaiiy Joi<E. Thfe prevail
ing fa/uión of pertain orators interlarding
(heir speeches with frequent classical quo
tations, r.e.feinds us óf a piece of rnischiev*
ous.waggery perpethated by one of the
most- celebrated men of his time.
Sheriden once electrified thè country gentle
men 'in the House'' of.Commons, by con
dì tiding fin animated appeal |o. (hpir .patri
otism with a;quqtal)o.n from Herodotus,
which they cheered most, vociferously,
when in .fact, fefe m^ely strung together a
jumble of words, a jargon uttered on the
iestafe, .which, sounded very, much like
Grefek. Pitt, it is said, was in a convul
sion of laughter all the time.
Haying. A certain farmer, who had
not yet joined the temperance society
Went into the‘field vvhere bis workmen
were febwing, one d.ay, after eleven
o’clock.,( and latfegted to:be highly please^
with their .work ; but just then,, making.a
misstep, and finding himself in a horizon
tal position, hek.han’ged his tone, and ex?
claimed, in a rdhgh and hafkh ybice, ‘ You
lazy yakpals, yoii don’t half cut your gra'ss;
1 thought at first vie,w that your work was
pretty .well (Ipne./but; wh^q/I come to lay
down to look at it, I sefe that you don’t Un
derstand your business/

Effect of T^m^^r^ucex .‘Why don’t
ypu epme. after cold victuals .ns usqaj,’
said a .lady to a boy who had for a long
time been a daily .visiterfer that species
1 Ii1al^er;has jeined the Temperahce'Sbcidt^, and we have warm viptuals npw,’was the rbpty.

JOTHAM STORER,
whose estate is represented insolvent, give
jiotice” that six months-from the seventh day
of June current, ai‘e allowed to said creditors
to binijg in and prove their claims ; and we
will* attend to that service at the store of
George A. Frost in said Sanford, on the
first Tuesday in August next, and the first
Tuesday in December next, from ten to four
o’clock each day.
AMOS F. HOWARD, ? n
CALEBS. EM ER Y, $
,n 18 rs’
Sanford, June 17, 1841.

T
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FISH MARKET !

/ - ■ - .

much said about the extraordinary effects of the

Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
to hecoiiio Mothers, Mve were induced to ihake a
trial of them. My wife was at that time the
mother of five children, and had suffered the
most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
after her confinement of each. She had tried
every means and taken much medicine, but
found* little orno relief.—She commenced taking
the Persian Pills about three months before her
confinement, (her health being very poor about
this length of time previous) and soon after was
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
mother to her family until her confinement. At
the time she commenced taking the Persian
Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af
flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
removed before using half a box. It is with
great confidence that we advise all those about

to become mothers, to make use of the Persian
Pills. All those that have taken them in our

T

pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
__—----HE subscribers having been appointed by Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
the Judge of Probate, for the county in'removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
have been known to cure this afflicting dis
of York, Commissioners to receive, examine,
adjust and alloW the claims of the creditors ease after having baffled every exertion for.
four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
against the estate of
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
RICHARD SHAPLE1GH,
late of Berwick, in said county, deceased, rep ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
resented insolvent, and six months from the it may be administered to the infant with
third day of May, A. D. 1841, being allowed safety.
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
for the creditors to- present and prove their
DANIEL REMICH.
claims, hereby give notice that they will at
tend to the duties of their appointment, at the Jt^MQFFATS LIFE MEDICINES—
office over the store of Parks & Harris, in Ber The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
wick aforesaid, on the first Mondays ofJuly, nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
August, September and October next, from 10 yearly, for several years, and having estab
o'clock A. M. to 5 o’clock P. M. on each of lished beyond further cavil their infinite su
said days.
periority over all other specifics for human
JOB HARRIS,
) Commis- maladies, as the published testimony of hun
• JOSEPH STACKPOLE, < sioners. dreds of grateful citizensr has shown, Mr.
June 5,'J841.
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever
NOTICE.
malady they may, whether it is better to con
npHIS is to give hbtice that I have given t<T tinue to sufjfer. the pangs and tortures of dis
A . my ; daughter^ Maria Hamilton, her ease, or. by applying the remedy furnished in
time; and allow her to trade for herself—and his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
that I will not claim any of her earnings, nor to health* comfort and enjoyment ?
He
pay any debts df her ’contracting after this thinks there can
but. one answer to this
datff.
STEPHEN HAMILTON.
question—and that answer an immediate ap
Wilnessts, I |AMtD“ gATC»’ o,
''
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
’ J Samuel Hatch, 3d.
DOTES to be obtained at his principal , of
Well«,s June 21, 184L
fice, 375 Broadway, or at tniy of his numer
ous agencies.
.
• - .
■
ilJTSEEm Olis.
(f^These valuable Medicines are for sale
^OR stile, by the subscriber^ ENGLISH by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk,
LINSEED OIL, first quality,:’at Bos
August 6,1840.
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM, LORI).
Kennebunk, May 27, 1841.
---------ooo----- —
O AMUEL KIMBALL would ^respectfully
BIO.W SAW.
RM» SACKS BLOWN SALT—for sale kJ inform the ihlip-bitants of this yi|lkge4
5W by
J. CURTIS & Co. « that he has established a
Kennebunk, June 18,1841.
FISH 1V1ABKFT,
i

O’TO MOTHERS.^
Messrs. E. Chase;
Co. .-—Gents.—Hearing

RE-

COWIISSIOMERS ’ NOTICE.

...

. Thè Resurrection^ or
sian ,Pills.—These pills raise from the great
est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state
of strength, health and happiness. The
name of these pills originated from the cir
cumstance of the medicine being found only
in the cemetries of Persia. This vegetable
production being of a peculiar kind, led to
experiments as to its medical qualities and
virtues. In half a century it became an es
tablished medicine for the diseases of that
country. The extract of this singular pro
duction was introduced into some parts of
Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
celebrated physicians in curing certain dis
eases, where all other medicines had been us
ed in vain. Early in thé year 1792, the
extract was combined with a certain vegeta
ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in
the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
admirable effect of this compound upon the
human system, led physicians and families
into its general use. Their long established
character, their universal and healing virtues,
the detergent and cleahsing qualities of their
specificai action upon the glandular part of
the system, are such as wiR sustain their rep
utation and general use in the American Re
public,
,

neighborhood have got along in the same easy
manner, and are about house in a few days.
There does not appear to be half the danger of
For sale by
other difficulties setting in after confinement
DANIEL REMICH,
where these Pills are taken,—-We unitedly say,
September 4, 1840.
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
males can easily procure which bids to lessen the
world of suffering, which many of them have to
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands
unrivalled for the following complaints, which otherwise would be lost.
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased LivRochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by ticulars, see subscribers.
S. ROBERTS,
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
A. O. ROBERTS.

in the buildihg hdjbinitfg thè Grist-Mill; where
he will keep FRESH FISH, cleaned,, ready
---„-—ooo-—_
for use, Gorné'd, Ì’ìckléil & Dry Fish.
uCA'SE low- priced ruled Writing and Let.O^’Eisb.sent .to Hpuses in the Village,
¡M ter PAPER, for sale by
when requested.—Every effort will be made
look nt your boiler, she’s afraid of its
DANIEL REMICH.
to accommwilate the Public,
bursting-.’
Kennebunk, Jan. 9. 1841.
i Kennebunk, June R, 1841

‘
ffegfeet man, pan’t ye stop
your steamboat a minute or two ?’ ‘.Stop
the. boat,! what, forfifii ‘Wife wants |q

RESURRECTION, Halth- and Strength !
—----- ooo---------_

™

P ER SI AN PILLS.
order that this valuable medicine
should not be counterfeited, we have a plate
representing a Persian scene^tbat-is struck on
each bill, one of which accompanies each box.
We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list,
of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor
diminish the,virtues of this admirable cqmpound.^3)
Superior to the Ilygeah, Brandreth’s, Ev
ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana
tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
the public, as certified to by Physicians and
others.—Let none condemn them until they
have tried them, and then we are certain
they will not.
It is now a settled point with all who have
used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
they are pre-eminently the best and most ef
ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet
been used in America. If every family could
become acquainted with their Sovereignpoiver over disease, they would keep them and
be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
on the first aj>pearance of disease, and then
how much distress would be avoided and
money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
who are hurried out of time by neglecting
disease in its first stages, or by not being in
possession of a remedy which they can place
dependence upon.
(f/^All who wish to guard against sickness,
should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely(
when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
from youth to old age, when taken according
to the directions.
'
(L-r’Call for the bill that accompanies each
box in all cases...¿jQ

Certificates ¿an be procured by calling up
on the agents in the villages, who have a large
bill containing a treatise on most diseases,
their causes and remedy^ to distribute gratui
tously.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
to whom all orders must be addressed (post
paid) Rochester, N. Y.
For saie by the following Agents :
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
Wells, Seth Hatch.
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
August 6,1840.

:
•N’OTTC’JEa ■
npHE subscriber having contracted with
A the town of Wells for the support of
the poor of said town, for one year commen
cing in September last, and having made am#
pie provision for their maintenance, forbids
all persons harboring of trusting them on his
account or on account of the town, as he will
pay no bills for their support.
ENOCH GOODALE.
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
SCHOONER NIEE.
THE new packet schooner
W/pIK NILE, Denied Ward, JUasfer,
AA)
sopbrioY accommodations
i^MMOxZfor passengers, will sail from
KENNEBUNKrife BOSTON,
— and from —
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
every Vveek, during the present season, Vvind
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
Kennebunk-port, May 21,11841.
;. IVQRY TOOD.
T&TENDS keeping a Stand, during the
JL present season, for the sale of

Drs. © Richardson’s Sher
ry Wine Bitters

A ^Mie only sure remedy for Dyspepsia
ai Jaundice that has ever been discovered—ai their general use for 32 years, with
recommqaf|Ons fiOm the most eminent of
the M.edifl Faculty, and editorial notices
from the Won Morning Post, Boston Daily
Mail, Plymjth Memorial, Amoskeag Representative, B.nstable Patriot, Essex Banner,
Haverhill G.eite, Lowell Patriot, Bunker
Hill Aurorar>[Jar|e-stown> Portsmouth Ga
zette, N. IL, Ijver Gazette, N. H., Northern
Star, R. I., Lijoln Telegraph, Me., NewYork Evening ignal, &c. must assure the
afflicted that the possess wonderful merit.
they give lip, elasticity and vigor
to the viscera, pro^o-te the peristaltic action,
cleanse the stomaq and bowels from un
healthy accumulates, and purify and enliv
en the blood in the t0St thorough and effec
tual manner.
They are the most ertain remedy for all
those prevalent Diseaes called Dyspepsia,
Jaundice, Liver Comphints, Heartburn, Diz
ziness, Headache, Wandering or Settled
Pains, Sinking Faintness,Sour Stomach, Loss
of Appetite, Weakness of he Limbs, Nervous
Debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all Diseases
caused by an unhealthy state of the Stomach
and Bowels.
They are the unrivalled and efficacious
compound of a

A VEGETABLE and Universal L
Xjk proved by the experience of thon?!

jbe, when properly persevered with a *
<cure in every form of the Only One
( having the same origin, and invari9JSt
all
:from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of » T
p
:
namely,
IM PURITY or IMPERFECT

L’P-

tion of the BLOOD.
In a period of little more than three ve
the
United States, they have restored to{8!
de
'
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNfis
THOUSAND persons, who were giyenJ
incurable by physicians of the first raJ Vol.
standing, and in many cases when every
remedy had been resorted to in vain. "
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whelk
be chronic or recent, whether it be
pain in the side, whether it arise from cow flJBLISHEO
tional or from some immediate cause
JAMES
it be from internal or external
jAiBi uai injury,
inttirv, ¡tit ■■■»j
.
». •
in
the
use
of
these
iceOlltheWt
cured by persevering i~
This great principle of “ PURGIN ^The ptiblisl
sickness is beginning to be appreciated, I
found much more convenient to take an r¡for any ermi
sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be jk li"9Dt!l charged f
well, than to send for a Doctor and be| FAdvertisem
blistered, and salivated—with the certain^ ¡ness" departin
if you arc not killed, you will be sure to ' publishers.
months of miserable weakness, and theonk
-..j I’All Comma
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
a editorial depa
difference between the appearance of ihosf ,
Iemich, as li'
persons—one has been treated by your rei
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated
is, see how the shadow of death throws
solitary glance from his emaciated counle^ MÏS
J
see how he trembles in every limb; hige
sunk ; his teeth destroyed-his conslik [EBERG
(IRREGULAR PHYSIC,AN«^
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just heat
BY M
and Graduate of the
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit,
(was
in 1
NEW-HAMPSHIRE MEDICAL COLLEGE,
says, “ most inveterate case of Livert
who has made the study of Medicine his pro plaint”—“ nothing
the most‘ energetics
i ’ ’ = but
‘
e„. lmar^ was
fession.
dies saved him.”
measureil , ch in the f
Energetic measuw-i
Being composed entirely of vegetables, they Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his conslilmj jn gwe
must half- I
are of such a nature that they may be taken better say.—So to save life you musthali]
’
for any length of time by invalids of any age, with that comforter of the teeth and gm i;'el
ni> Ihemounta
without injuring the system or exposing it to MERCURY—and positively make a mant
erable the sad remainder of his existence;^ 'as the onh
take cold.
paHaA curing.
nnririrr. 'Shocking
follv !!
(yraD
called
Shocking folly
BEWARE OF PEDLERS’!
Let us now look at your “ purged” maThe genuine article cannot be obtained of man who has taken. Brandreth’s Pills fey owing in i
them on any pretence whatever.
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic fe scenery, ar
I NEVER EMPLOY THEM,
conscious strength, his countenance fe 5Sd charac
NOR ALLOW THEM TO SELL MY MEDI and serene, his eye is full and sparkling
*
[eless 'influ
CINES !
the feeling of new life and animation; ha
And all Bitters, put up in phials or small been confined a few days to his bed,buthe 1111Btry than b
round bottlqs, purporting to be mine,
ed nothing but the true Brahdreth Pills, 1i provinces
ARE RANK COUNTERFEITS.
soon
rose
oyvw »«
ou without
»»»vuv-nv any
“"' J injury
■■"3“* J being susti
ouall (1)8(11, th&D
As some are ba^e enough to fill the empty by his constitution. Instead of being mont ,[e(j
(ft
bottles with their stuff, and thus deceive thei a weak state he will be stronger, after hehe, ™ j
attack:: because
..... T ^aieca
unwary, and some have attempted an imita-. entirely recovered the attack
blood and fluids have become purified, anil |contained
tion of my Bitters in papers,
ing purged away the old and impure 'fluidi, ullages, cc
BE CAREFUL OF WHOM YOU PUR- solids
arc thereby renovated, and he is noli h/on’tht
CHASE !
down by useless particles, but has renew« '
In .consequence of these attempts at impo life and body both.
Jers of lak
sition, I have been at great expense in having
The principle of purging with Brandi be fugitive
new directions and wrappers, and in future Pills, removes nothing but the useless aia e,C| had
u«u evit
v»i<
the Bitters in papers will be done up in a cayed particles from the body,—the morkii s(ances as
different style. See that the envelope has on corrupt humors of the blood; those hi
it my name in full, “. entered according to the which cause disease—they impede thij et for som
act of Congress, in the.year 1840, by S. O. tions of the liver when they settle upon Ifield withe
Richardson, M. D., in the Clerk’s Office of organ, and which, when they settle upw be inhabitc
the District Court of Massachusetts ;” and on muscles, produce rheumatism; ORM Lffi
nili oblig
oblig
produce gout; or, upon the lafip, q.
°
the other side, “ Established in 1808, at South nerves,
duce consumption ; or, upon the intestinal, Do . roa,(
Reading, County of Middlesex, Massachu tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blooi ire himself
setts.” The border around the inside direc seis, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the 'ior shareh
tions, (which are printed on white tissue pa of disorders so melancholy to the suffes
vhich from
per) is so curiously engraved that the words all who behold them.
“ Dr. S. O. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bit
Yes, purging these humors from theU been famot
ters” present thenfiselves in a thousand differ the true cure for all these complaints, and po the wc
ent forms. As a copy right has been grant ry other form of disease; this is no merei in an hou
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each i (he favori
ed me,
ALL INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE SEVERELY DEALT is extending itself; far and wide it is beta (brandy fl
witlr according to law. The bottles are near known, and more and more appreciated. more thaï
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New York, April 9th, 1839.
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by
the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguinarian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured
of a complication of bilious complaints with
which 1 had been afflicted for between two
and three years, it is with feelings of heart
felt gratitude that I now address you to ac
quaint you of the fact. I had consulted sev
eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of
Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but
all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew
more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight
when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduc
ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit
tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was
at last confined to my room and most of the
time to my bed. While in this appalling
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your
B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative
he recommended them to me, having him
self been restored by their use from a some
what similar, though less aggravated compli
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to
your central office procured a box, and be
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased
two boxes.more; and now, although scarce
ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
have entirely recovered my former health
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. I
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen
boxes which I intend to take to my residence
in S. Carolina next week, by which time 1
think I cari safely venture to travel.
Yours truly,
J AS. S. HUBBELL.
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